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A b s t r a c t
O p tim ality  and C onstruction  o f D esign s w ith  G eneralized  
Group D iv isib le  S tructure
Sudesh K. Srivastav 
Old Dom inion University, 1996 
Chair: Dr. John. P. M organ
This thesis is an investigation of the  op tim ality  and  construction problem s a t­
tendan t to the  assignm ent of v trea tm en ts  to  experim ental un its  in b blocks of size k, 
paying special a tten tio n  to  settings for which equal rep lication  of the  trea tm en ts  is 
not possible. T he m odel is th a t of one way elim ination of hetrogeneity, in which the  
expectation  of an observation on trea tm en t i in block j  is t; +  (3j ( trea tm en t effect 
+  block effect), where r,- and j3j are unknown constan ts, 1 <  i <  v  and 1 <  j  < b. 
All observations are assum ed to  be  uncorrelated  w ith  sam e variance.
The generalized group divisible design w ith s groups, or G G D D (s ) ,  is defined in 
term s of the  elem ents of the  inform ation m atrix , instead  of in term s of the  elem ents 
of the  concurrence m atrix  as done by Adhikary (1965) and  extended by Jacroux 
(1982). This definition extends the  class of designs to  include non-binary m em bers,
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and allows for b roader op tim ality  results. Some sufficient conditions are derived for 
G G D D ( s )s to  be E -  and M V -  optim al. It is also shown how augm en tation  of addi­
tional blocks to  certa in  G G D D ( s )s produces o ther nonbinary, unequally  replicated  
E-  and M V -  op tim al block designs. W here nonbinary designs are found, they are 
generally preferable to  b inary  designs in term s of in terpretab ility , and  often in term s 
of one or m ore form al op tim ality  criteria  as well.
The class of generalized nearly balanced incom plete block designs w ith  m axim um  
concurrence range /, or N B B D ( l ) ,  is defined. This class extends th e  nearly  balanced 
incom plete block designs as defined by Cheng & Wu (1981), and th e  sem i-regular 
g raph designs as defined by Jacroux  (1985), to  cases where off-diagonal entries of the 
concurrence m atr ix  differ by at m ost the  positive integer I. Sufficient conditions are 
derived for a N B B D { 2) to  be optim al under a  given type-I criterion. T he conditions 
are used to  estab lish  the  A-  and £)-optim ality  of an infinite series of N B B D ( 2 ) s  
having unequal num bers of replicates. Also, a  result from Jacroux (1985) is used to 
establish the  A -op tim ality  of a new series of N B B D ( l ) s .
Several m ethods of construction of G G D D ( s )s are developed from  which m any 
infinite series of designs are derived. Generally these designs satisfy th e  obtained 
sufficient conditions for E-  and M V -optim ality .
Finally, in th e  nested  row-colum n setting , the  necessary conditions for existence
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
of 2 x 2 balanced incom plete block designs w ith  nested  rows and colum ns ( B I B R C s) 
are found to be sufficient. It is also shown th a t , sufficient for a B I B R C  w ith  p — q 
to  be generally balanced, is th a t  the  row and colum n classifications together form a 
balanced incom plete block design, as does th e  block classification. All of the  2 x 2  
B I B R C s  are constructed  to  have th is property.
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C hapter 1
In trod u ction
The purpose of the  class of experim ents to be considered here is to  com pare a num ber 
of trea tm en ts  on the  basis of the responses they  produce on a set of experim ental 
units. The concept of blocking in sta tistically  p lanned  experim ents, which origi­
nated  in agricu ltural field experim ents, is now applied in m any areas of science and 
engineering. In agricu lture the  trea tm en ts  m ay be varieties of w heat, barley, or some 
o ther crop, or even different fertilizers; in engineering they  m ay be different m etal 
alloys or tem p era tu re  levels or some com bination of th e  two; and in a chem istry 
experim ent th e  in ten t m ay be to com pare several ca ta lysts, perhaps under several 
different pressures. Blocking is a m ethod of increasing the  sensitivity  of an exper­
im ent by first grouping the  experim ental units (also called plots) so th a t the plots 
w ithin a group or block are relatively homogeneous. This concept led to  the b irth
1
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of the  science of block designs, which is the study  of which trea tm en ts  should be 
used in which blocks. A block design is successful in so far as it is able to  elim inate 
system atic variation in the  experim ental units from the trea tm en t com parisons in 
which the experim enter is in terested .
Suppose th a t N  experim ental units or plots are available for experim entation. 
Let there be v trea tm en ts  labeled l,2 ,...,u  and b blocks having k  plots each, with 
k < v, and so th a t bk =  N .  A design d is a particu lar arrangem ent of the  v 
trea tm ents in the b blocks. A design can be displayed as a k  x b array  w ith varieties as 
entries and blocks as colum ns. Designs as defined here, w ith every block containing 
the sam e num ber of experim ental units, are called proper.
Let D(v ,  6, k)  denote th e  class of all block designs which are available in such 
an experim ental setting . T he  usual additive m odel specifies the  expectation  of 
an observation on trea tm en t i in block j  as r* +  f3j, where t;  is effect of the  fth  
trea tm en t and f3j is the  effect of the  j t h  block. All observations are assum ed to  be 
uncorrelated and have the  sam e variance a 2 (usually unknown). Observe th a t  each 
design d  £ D (v, 6, k)  has associated w ith it a v x b incidence m atrix  Nd whose entries 
ridij are nonnegative integers indicating the  num ber of tim es tre a tm e n t i occurs in 
block j .  Thus all designs in  D ( v ,b , k )  can be identified w ith nonnegative integer 
m atrices having colum n sum s equal to  k. The m atrix  N d N j  is referred to  as the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
concurrence m atrix  of d , and its  entries are denoted by T he reduced norm al 
equations for estim ating  the  trea tm en t effects, when the  design d  is used, are known 
to be
CVr =  Q  =  Td — - N d B d ,
where Cd =  diag{rd\, . . . , rdv) — j^NdN j,  Bd denotes the  6 x 1 vector of block to tals 
in d , Td is th e  » x l  vector of tre a tm e n t to ta ls, r̂ ,- represents th e  num ber of tim es 
trea tm en t i is replicated  by d, and d iag (rd i, r^„) is a v  x  v diagonal m atrix . Cd, the 
inform ation m atrix  or C -m atrix  of the  design, is known to  be positive sem i-definite 
w ith zero row sum s for all d E D ( v ,b , k ) .  Let x  be any positive real num ber and 
define
Tdx =  Cd +  x J vv (1-1)
where J mn is the  m  x n  m atrix  of ones. T hen for any x  and  any connected design d 
(defined below), f  =  T j ' jQ  is a solution to  equation (1.1) and the covariance m atrix  
of r  is c o v ( f ) =  Tfa-
A tre a tm e n t con trast is any linear com bination I't  — £  Ut, of th e  trea tm en t 
effects, w here l ' l  = U =  0. It is said to  be an elem entary  contrast if I has only 
two nonzero elem ents 1 and -1. A block design is said to  be variance balanced 
if all th e  e lem entary  con trasts are estim ated  w ith th e  sam e precision. A block 
design in which all trea tm en t contrasts are estim able is said to  be connected, and
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all com peting designs in th is d isserta tion  are assum ed to have th is property; in 
particu lar, no m em ber of D(v ,  b, k ) th a t  is no t connected need be considered. It is 
known th a t a block design is connected if and  only if its C -m atrix  has rank v — 1.
A design cl is called equireplicated  if all varieties appear in the  design the  same 
num ber of tim es, th a t is, r^i — r j 2 =  ... =  Tdv- A design d is called binary  if all its 
blocks consist of d istinct varieties, i.e., =  0 or 1 for all i and j .  Let t r  A  denote
the  trace of a given square m atrix  A.  Let M ( y , 6, k ) denote the subclass of designs 
in D ( v , b, k ) whose C -m atrices have m axim al t r  Cd- It is easily seen th a t  M ( v ,  6, k) 
consists of all the b inary  designs in D ( v , b , k).
For m any param eter com binations v, b, and k  there  exist variance balanced 
designs. We m ention only those th a t  we shall deal w ith in this thesis. A design d is 
variance balanced if the  inform ation m atrix  Cd is com pletely sym m etric, th a t is, of 
the  form a I+ /? J  for constants a  and /?; we shall call designs w ith th is property  com­
pletely  sym m etric designs, or C S D s .  B alanced incom plete block designs (B I B D s ) 
and the  nonbinary designs satisfying T heorem  1 of M organ & Uddin (1995) are 
C S D s  w ith known op tim ality  properties. In particu la r it is easy to  see th a t the  
design
1 1 1 1 2  2 2
1 5 5 4  5 5 4
2 4 3 3 4 3 3
is a C S D  w ith  v — 5,  b =  7 and k — 3.  A m ore detailed account of the  various
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
kinds of balanced designs can be found in R aghavarao (1971, pages 51-54).
An unequally  replicated and binary design d  in which each trea tm en t occurs 
in e ither r  or r  +  1 blocks and each pair of trea tm en ts  is contained in e ither A or 
A +  1 blocks, where r and A to denote the  g reatest integers not exceeding bk /v  and 
r (k  — l ) / ( v  — 1) respectively, is called a nearly balanced incom plete block design 
(N B B D ) (Cheng and Wu, 1981) or a  sem i-regular graph design (S R G D ) (Jacroux, 
1985). T he notion of an N B B D  or S R G D  is a  generalization of the definition given 
by M itchell and John (1977) for a regular graph design (R G D ), and reduces to  their 
definition when bk /v  is an integer. If d is an R G D  and its concurrence m atrix  has 
the  additional property  th a t all its off diagonal elem ents are equal, then d is called 
a B I B D .
Choice of a design d is usually based on som e op tim ality  criterion defined on the  
m atrices { C d  : d 6  D}.  Let Zdo — 0 <  z&\ <  ... <  Zdv - i  denote the eigenvalues of 
C d -  The eigenvalues of C d  can be used in determ ining  the  optim ality  (in some sense) 
of a  given design d. A design d £ D(v,b,  k) is said to  be ^ /(C ^ -o p tim a l provided
£ / ( « )  (1-2)
2 =  1
is m inim al over all designs in D(v,  6, k) where /  is a nonincreasing, convex, real 
valued function. The recent book by Shah & Sinha (1989) provides an excellent 
overview of the  various criteria  (j> typically em ployed. In th is dissertation we will be
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in terested  in criteria  of the  form given in (1.2) corresponding to  type-1 optim ality, 
defined as follows:
DEFINITION 1 .1  A design d £  D ( v , b , k ) is said to be type-1 optimal provided (1.2) 
is minimal  over all designs in D ( v ,b , k ) ,  where f  is a convex, real valued funct ion  
satisfying the following conditions:
( i) /  is continously differentiable on (0, rnaxd^D(v,b,k) tr Cd), and f  <  0, f "  >  0,
/ '"  <  0 on (0, m a x deD(v^ k) tr  C d), and
(ii) f  is continous at 0 or l i m x-+o f ( x ) — / ( 0) =  oo.
Any particu lar criterion /  falling in th e  type-1 framework is called a  type-1 criterion. 
For instance, the  well known A-, D - , and $ p-criteria  (see Kiefer, 1975) are type- 
1 criteria  which result from taking f ( x )  =  1/a:, - log x,  and x ~ p in the  above 
definition, respectively. The ^ -c rite rio n  (Ehrenfeld, 1955), which is the  m axim um  
variance over all trea tm en t contrasts, is also covered as a  pointw ise lim it of the 
$ p-criteria  as p —>■ oo: /fm p_*0o$ p =  m a x f l / z di ) .
A nother criterion of great im portance, b u t which is not a  function solely of 
the  eigenvalues, is the  M K -criterion  in troduced by Takeuchi (1961) and la ter given 
th is nam e by Jacroux (1983). In m any experim ents the  p rim ary  in terest lies not 
in a rb itra ry  trea tm en t contrasts, b u t in the  sim ple differences in the  effects th a t 
the trea tm en ts  under study have on the  various experim ental units. In th is case the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
M F -crite rio n  is preferred. An M F -o p tim a l design m inim izes the  m axim um  variance 
over all paired trea tm en t con trasts t,- — Ty am ong all th e  designs in  D(v,  b, k).  The 
E-  and M F -c r ite r ia  are bo th  m inim ax criteria.
In recent years, there  have been some studies on E-  and M F -o p tim a l designs in 
design set-ups D ( v ,b , k )  where blocks are allowed to  be nonbinary and bk /v  is not 
an in teger (see Shah k  Das, 1988; M organ k  U ddin, 1995). Shah k  Das showed 
in p articu la r th a t  the  Bagchi (1988) design w ith v =  6 , b =  7, k =  3 is .E -better 
th an  any binary com petitor. M organ k  U ddin (1995) established an infinite series 
of M F -o p tim a l nonbinary block designs th a t are M F -su p e rio r to all b inary block 
designs of the  sam e param eters. M organ k  Uddin (1995) also found infinitely m any 
designs which are $ p-superior for all sufficiently large p, to  all b inary  designs. These 
results con trad ict the  general belief th a t  nonbinary designs are necessarily worse with 
respect to  any resonable op tim ality  criteria . In the  present research we find m any 
op tim ality  conditions and constructions for m any settings where equally replicated 
designs are not possible. M ost of th e  designs possess a widely applicable struc tu re  
in the  inform ation m atrix , and  m any happen to  be nonbinary. For a variety of 
applications these nonbinary designs are not only reasonable, b u t are preferable to 
b inary  com petitors.
G eneralized group divisible designs w ith s groups, or G G D D ( s ) s, are defined in
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chap ter 2. This definition is in term s of the  elem ents of the  inform ation m atrix , 
ra th e r th an  in term s of the  elem ents of th e  concurrence m atrix  as has been done 
previously. T he new approach includes nonbinary  m em bers, allows for broader op ti­
m ality  results, and subsum es the  C S D s  as G G D D { l)s . Several sufficient conditions 
are derived for these designs to  be E-  a n d /o r  M V -optim al. W here nonbinary designs 
are found, they  are generally preferable to  b inary  designs in term s of in terp retab il- 
ity, and  often in term s of one or m ore form al op tim ality  criteria . It is also shown 
how augm entation  of additional blocks to  certa in  G G D D ( s )s produces infinite series 
of o ther nonbinary, unequally rep licated  E-  and M V -optim al block designs. M any 
exam ples are given to  show how the  resu lts  ob tained  can be applied.
C hap ter 3 deals w ith an investigation of the  type-1 op tim ality  of block designs, 
when th e  num ber of replications are unequal and the off-diagonal entries of the 
concurrence m atrix  differ by m ore th a n  one. We elucidate th is problem  by defining a 
class of generalized nearly balanced incom plete block designs (/), or N B B D ( l ) .  This 
extends the  concept of nearly  balanced incom plete block designs of Cheng (1981) or 
sem i-regular graph designs of Jacroux (1985) to  the  case when off-diagonal entries 
of the  concurrence m atrix  differ by an positive integer / >  1. Sufficient condition 
are found for a b inary block design having unequal replication num bers and the 
off-diagonal entries of the  concurrence m atr ix  differing by two, to  be optim al under
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a given type-I criterion. Exam ples illu stra ting  usage of the results are included. In 
particu lar, it is dem onstrated  how the sufficient conditions can be used to  establish 
the existence of A-  and D -optim al N B B D ( 2 ) s  w ithin a  given class D(v ,  b, fc), where 
no other op tim ality  results known to th e  au tho r are applicable.
The construction and existence of G G D D s  is the  subject m atte r  of study  in chap­
ter 4. M any general and simple m ethods of constructing C S D s  and G G D D ( 2)s with 
blocksize three are discussed. Several o ther constructions of com pletely sym m etric 
designs are also presented.
A lthough a large num ber of block designs are available in the  lite ra tu re , there 
are some situations where there  are m ore sources of variation than  can be controlled 
for by ordinary blocking. In th is context, th e  balanced incom plete block design with 
nested rows and colum ns { B I B R C s) are in troduced in chapter 5. Existence and 
construction of the  2 x 2 B I B R C s is com pletely solved. A general balance property 
of B I B R C s with num bers of rows equal to  num bers of columns is also discussed.
In chapter 6, some im portan t aspects of the  results obtained in this dissertation 
are reiterated , w ith the  in ten t of bringing th e  en tirety  of the work into perspective.
F inally examples are used to  explain various results and constructions in all 
chapters of this dissertation.
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C hapter 2 
O ptim ality  o f  G eneralized  G roup  
D ivisib le  D esign s
2 . 1  I n t r o d u c t i o n
This chapter is an investigation of E-  and  M V -optim al designs w ithin various classes 
of proper block designs in which trea tm en ts  can not be rep licated  the sam e num ber 
of tim es. In section 2.2 we define a generalized group divisible design with s groups, 
or GG DD (s ) ,  in term s of th e  elem ents of the inform ation m atrix  Cd, instead of in 
term s of the elem ents of the  concurrence m atrix  N d N j  as done by Adhikary (1965) 
and extended by Jacroux (1982). T his definition generalizes the  class of designs to 
include nonbinary m em bers, and allows for broader optim ality  results. Several suffi-
10
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cient conditions are derived for G G D D {s) s to  be ^ -o p tim a l in D ( v , b, k ) and several 
large classes of G G D D ( s ) s are shown to satisfy these sufficient conditions. It is also 
shown how augm entation  of additional blocks to  certain  G G D D ( s ) s produces infi­
nite series of o ther nonbinary, unequally replicated  J5-optim al block designs. Finally 
section 2.3 deals w ith  th e  M F -o p tim ality  of certain  types of G G D D ( s ) s. Some suffi­
cient conditions are derived for G G D D (s ) s to  be M Y -op tim al in th e  class D ( v , b, k), 
typically w ith b k /v  not being an integer. Several exam ples are also dem onstrated  
to  show how th e  results ob tained  can be applied.
Throughout th is  chap ter the  greatest integer not exceeding th e  num ber x  will 
be denoted by in t(x ). For th e  class D ( v : b , k ), we use r  and A to denote in t(bk/v)  
and in t(r(k  — l ) / ( v  — 1)), respectively. Also, c will denote  the  num ber T .
2.2 ^-O P T IM A L IT Y
DEFINITION 2 . 1  The design d €  D ( v ,b , k )  is called a G G D D (s )  i f  the treatments 
in d can be divided into s mutually disjoint sets V i , . . . ,V s o f  size u j , . . . ,u s such that
(i) f o r  g =  and all i 6  Vg, (Cd)u =  n* — Xdii/k =  cg, where cg depends on
the set g but not otherwise on the treatment i,
(ii) f o r  g , h  =  l , . . . , s  and all i G Vg and j  E 14, with i j  i f  g — h, Xdij =  ")gh,
where 7gh depends on the sets g and h but not  otherwise on the treatments i
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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and j .
Assum e th a t the sets Vi , ..., Vs in the  above definition are arranged so th a t the  c5’s 
are in nonincreasing order: C \  >  c2 >  ... >  cs.
Among designs satisfying the  definition of a G G D D (s )  are the  G G D D ( l)s , w hat 
we have called the com pletely sym m etric  designs in chap ter 1. G roup divisible 
partia lly  balanced incom plete block designs with two associate classes (which are 
G G D D { 2)) and concurrence param eters differing by one, and some previously s tu d ­
ied binary  G G D D ( s ) s are  known be E-optim al in D ( v , b , k ); see Takeuchi (1961) 
and Jacroux (1982). T he  goal in th is section is to  ob tain  a  single result providing 
.E-optim ality conditions for m em bers of the wider class of G G D D ( s ) s as defined 
above. T he following lem m a will be needed in this regard.
LEMMA 2 . 1  (Jacroux, 1982) Let d G D ( v ,b , k )  have incidence matrix  Nd and thus  
C-matr ix  Cd =  diag(cdn +  ̂ d i i / k ,  . . . , C d v v  + ̂ dvv/k) — l / k ( N d N j ) .  Also let M  denote 
a set containing m  <  v  — 1 subscripts corresponding to treatments whose Cdu’s are 
equal to c =  r(k  — l ) / k .  Then
(a )  Zdi < cdi iv / (v  -  1) fo r  all i =  1, ( l ) ,u .
( b )  I f i , j  G M ,  then Zdi < ( kc + \ d i j ) / k .
( c )  I f  f o r  all i, j  G M  with i ^  j ,  Xdij > z for  some z  > 0, then Zd\ <  •
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Theorem  2.1 uses lem m a 2.1 to  generalize Theorem  2.3 of Jacroux (1982).
THEOREM 2 . 1  Let D(v ,  b, k ) be a class o f  designs such that bk — vr  +  p for  some  
0 <  p < v; r (k  — 1) =  (v — 1)A +  q f o r  some  0 <  q < v — 1; and v < (v — p){y — q). 
Now let d* 6  D ( v , b , k ) be any GGDD(s)  satisfying the following conditions:
(i) cg > c f o r  g — 1, ( 1), s,
(ii)  i f  cg = c then 7gg =  A,
( ii i)  i f  cg > c then kcg +  7gg > kc +  A, and
( iv )  f o r  g ^  h, ~fgh =  A +  e f o r  some e >  0 such that  v(A +  e) >  kc  +  A.
Then d* is E-op t imal  in D(v ,  6, k ).
PROOF For d* satisfying the  conditions of the  theorem , w rite Cd* in block form 
w ith m atrices {cg + 'fgg / k ) I Vg — 'ygg/ k J VgVg along th e  m ain diagonal, g =  1, ( l ) , s ,  and 
m atrices [~ (^  + e ) / k]JVgVh elsewhere, g, h =  1 ,(1 ), s, g 7  ̂ h. Inspection of Cd* + u J vv, 
where u — (A + e ) / k ,  shows th a t Cd* has s — 1 eigenvalues equal to  vu  and vg — 1 
eigenvalues equal to  cg + 7gg/ k ,  g =  1 ,(1 ), s. Also, since cg >  c for g — 1 ,(1), s, 
and bk = v r  +  p, d* has a t least v — p  trea tm en ts  replicated exactly  r  tim es. Hence
cg =  c is achieved and Zd* 1 =  (c4- X /k )  =  (v r (k  — 1) — q ) /k ( v  — 1). We now show
th a t d* is Fl-optim al in D ( v , 6, k).
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Suppose cl G D ( v ,b , k )  is 12-better th an  d*. If d has some trea tm en t replicated
r — z  tim es for z  >  1 then by lem m a 2.1 (a),
( r  — z ) (k  — l ) v  (r  — 1 ) (k  — l)u  r (k  — 1) +  A
~dl S  ; r n  <   ̂ r r j  < --------- j--------- ~  zd*l-{v — 1)« (v — 1 )k k
Thus d m ust have all trea tm en ts  rep licated  at least r tim es. Hence a t least v — p
trea tm en ts  are replicated  exactly  r  tim es, and if any of these trea tm en ts  occur m ore
than  once in a block, then again by lem m a 2.1 (a),
Zdi < (c ~  2 / k ) ( v / ( v  -  1)) =  (vr (k  -  1) -  2 v ) / k ( v  -  1)
<  (vr (k  -  1) -  q ) / k ( v  -  1) =  z d n .
Thus we have at least v — p  trea tm en ts  whose q , ; ’s are exactly equal to c. Let M  
be the  set of size m >  v — p  containing the  subscripts of trea tm en ts  whose Cdii s are 
exactly equal to  c. If m =  1 (which im plies th a t p — v  — 1 and q — 0) then by 
lem m a 2.1(a) Zdi < (Av / k )  =  ((r (k  — 1) +  A) / k )  - zj*i- Otherwise for i , j  G 1W, 
i ^  j , from lem m a 2.1(b), if X di j  < A th en  zdl < zd n . Thus Cd can have z di > z dn 
only if Xdij >  A +  1 for all i , j  G M ,  i j , and \M\ = m  > 2. By using the fact th a t 
(v — 1)(A +  1) >  r (k  — 1) we have
(v -  m )[(u -  1)(A +  1) -  r (k  -  1)] <  p[{v -  1)(A +  1) -  r(k  -  1)],
th a t is,
p[r(k -  1) -  (m  -  1)(A +  1)] <  (v -  m)[r(k  -  1) -  (v - p  -  1)(A +  1)].
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Also, v < (v — p)(v  — q) gives
v[r(k  — 1) — A(u — 1)] — v 2 +  v < p[r(k — 1) — X(v — 1)] — pv  
which can be rew ritten
v[r(k  — 1) — (v — p — 1)(A +  1)] <  p[r(k -  1) +  A],
Using these facts in conjunction with lem m a 2.1 (c) gives
«  <  [r(* — i) ~ ( m _  1)(A +
<  [r(A _  1) _  _  p _  l)(A  +  1 ) ) ^  <  lr(i: +  A|. =  z „ ,
a contradiction. □
EXAMPLE 1 Consider the  design d* for v  =  9 and k — 5 with blocks given by the 
b — 12 colum ns
1 1 1 1 1 8 8 8 9 9 9 1  
1 1 8 8 8 2 2 3 2 2 3 2  
2 5 9 9 9 3 4 4 3 4 4 3  
3 6 2 3 4 6 5 5 5 6 5 4  
4 7 5 6 7 7 6 7 7 7 6  5
It is easy to  see th a t  d* is a  G G D D ( 2) w ith Vj =  {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, Vi — {6 , 7, 8 , 9},
7n  =  4, and 712 =  722 =  3, which satisfies all conditions of Theorem  2.1. So d* is
E -op tim al in D {9 ,12 ,5 ).
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As applications of T heorem  2.1, we will show th a t  every block design m eeting the 
M U -optim ality  conditions of Theorem  1 of M organ and  U ddin (1995) is E -optim al, 
and also how E -o p tim al designs w ith fewer blocks can be ob tained  from C S D s.
COROLLARY 2 .1  Suppose d* £ D ( v , b , k ) satisfies the conditions o f  Theorem 1 of  
Morgan & Uddin (1995). Then d* is E -op t im a l
PROOF It is easy to  see th a t  necessary conditions for d* to  satisfy Theorem  1 of 
M organ & U ddin (1995) are th a t bk = vr  +  1, and th a t  v — 1 trea tm en ts  m ust be 
replicated binarily  r  tim es each. It follows th a t th e  q u an tity  =  A is an integer, 
and thus p — 1 and q =  0, which implies v < (v — p)(v  — q ). Since Cd* is completely 
sym m etric, the  conditions of Theorem  2.1 are im m ediate . □
M organ &; U ddin  (1995) had established the  resu lt of corollary 2.1 for k  =  3 
only. By using the  upper bound for zji w ithin th e  b inary  class, given in Theorem
3.2 of chapter 3, it  can easily be seen th a t all of th e  designs are E -superior to  binary 
com petitoi’s.
COROLLARY 2 .2  Suppose d £  D(v ,b ,  k) is a G G D D (  1) with bk = v r  + p , for  some
0 <  p < v;  A =  r ( k  — l ) / ( v  — 1) is an integer; and  (Cd)u — c = r (k  — 1 ) /k ,  for  all
1 = 1, ( l ) ,u .  Let  w  be an integer satisfying (v + k p ) / k 2 <  w, and write b* — b — w. I f  
d* is the design obtained f rom  d by deleting w mutual ly  disjoint binary blocks, then 
d* is E-opt imal  in D(v,b* ,  k).
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P r o o f  Observe th a t r  and  A for D (v ,b* ,k )  are r -  I and A -  1 respectively. We 
also have b*k — vr  + p  w here p =  v — w k  +  p, and r{k  — 1) =  (v — 1)A +  q where 
q =  v — k. For g — 2, ( 1), u> + 1, let Vg contain the  subscripts in the  p th  block deleted 
from d, and let Vj contain th e  rem aining subscripts. T hen d* is a G G D D ( w  +  1) 
w ith cg =  c =  r (k  — l ) / k  — c — (k — l ) j k  and 7gg =  A for g — 2, ( 1), 10 +  1; Cj >  c; 
and kc\ +711 >  kc + A w here 711 =  A =  A +  1. Also 7gh =  A =  A +  1 for all g ^  h. 
The result now follows from  T heorem  2.1 since (v + k p ) / k 2 < w  is equivalently 
v  <  (v — p)(v  — q). □
E x a m p l e  2 This design d e  D(  1 3 , 1 6 , 5 )  is a G G D D (  1). W ith  p =  2 in corollary 
2.2, deletion of w  >  1 disjoint blocks will leave an E -op tim al d* £  D{ 13 ,1 6  — w , 5). 
Since no two blocks of d are disjoint, we are lim ited  to  w = 1.
10 10 10 10 1 4 7 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
10 10 10 10 2 5 8 4 5 6 5 6 4 6 4 5
1 3 6  11 3 6 9 7 8 9 9 7 8 8 9 7
2 4 7 12 11 11 11 11 11 12 12 12 12 13 13 13
9 5 8 13 6 9 3 12 13 13 8 5 2 4 7 1
On sta rting  w ith the  series of G G D D ( l )s  w ith v =  3t + 2, b = 312 +  Zt +  1, and
k  =  3 for t > 1 from M organ & U ddin (1995) and using corollary 2.2, we arrive at
the  new series of E -op tim al designs w ith  param eters v =  3< +  2, b — 3t2 + 3£ + 1  — w, 
and k — 3, for all t > 1 and (3t +  5 )/9  <  w < t (the required w  disjoint blocks can 
always be found). In a  construction  shown in chapter 4 we have also established the
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existence of the  series of G G D D ( l)s  w ith  param eters v — 2t + 1, b — At — 1, and 
k = t +  1, where 2t — 1 is a prim e or prim e power. Deletion of a single block yields 
the  new series of E -op tim al designs w ith param eters v =  2t +  1, b — At — 2, and 
k  =  t +  1.
EXAMPLE 3 Let d be th is G G D D ( l )  w ith v — 8 and k =  3:
8 8 8 8 8 8 8 7 7 7 1 2 3 1 2 4 5 6 7
8 1 3 5 1 2 4 1 2 3 4 3 4 2 3 5 6 7 1
7 2 4 6 3 5 6 6 4 5 5 6 6 4 5 7 1 2 3
Any design d* obtained  from  d by deleting two disjoint binary  blocks is E -optim al.
An in teresting  question is w hether, when corollary 2.2 requires iv > 1, deletion of 
fewer blocks will still result in an E -op tim al design. We suspect th a t  th e  answer will 
often be yes, bu t unfortunately  the  result is not am enable to the  cu rren t technique, 
for the  condition v < (u — p)(v — q) of Theorem  2.1 in this case fails.
We now show how o ther nonbinary, unequally replicated E -op tim al designs can 
be obtained by adding blocks to certain  G G D D (s ) s.
THEOREM 2 . 2  Let D ( v ,b , k )  be a class o f  designs for  which v , b , k ,  r  and  A satisfy 
the conditions o f  Theorem 2.1, and let d* £  D ( v , b , k ) be a GGDD(s)  as described 
in Theorem 2.1. Now let b > 0 be an integer such that p  + bk < (v — 1) and 
v <  (v — p  — bk)(v  — q). I f  d is any design with members o f  the same treatment set
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arranged in b blocks o f  size k, then the design d having Nj=(Nd*,  N j )  is E-opt imal  
in D ( v , 6, k), where 6 = 6  +  6.
PROOF By Theorem  2.1, d* is E -optim al in D(v,  b, k)  w ith Zd*i =  [r(£ — 1) +  A]/k.  
Since Cj=Cd* + C^ and C j is positive semi definite, z^x >  zd*i- Now let d  G D(v ,  b, k) 
be arbitrary . Using lem m a 2.1 (a), if <  r  for some i , then
Zdi <  (r  ~  1 ){k ~  l ) v ( ( v  -  1 )k < zdn < z n ■
Thus an E -op tim al design in E (u , b, k) m ust have all trea tm en ts  replicated  a t least 
r  tim es. Hence at least v — p — bk trea tm en ts  are replicated  exactly  r tim es, and if 
any of these trea tm en ts  occur more than  once in a block, then  by lem m a 2.1 (a)
zdi <  (c — 2 / k ) ( v / v  — l)  = ( v r ( k — l)  — 2 v ) / k ( v  — l)
<  (vr (k  -  1) -  q) /k ( v  -  1) =  zdn  < z Sl.
Thus we have a t least v — p — bk trea tm en ts  whose c dii s are exactly  equal to  c. Let 
M  be the  set of size m  > v — p — bk containing the subscrip ts of trea tm en ts  whose 
Cdn’s are exactly equal to c. As in the  proof of Theorem  2.1 for m  =  1, p — v — bk — l 
and 9 =  0, and using lem m a 2.1 (a) Zdx < z d*i- O therw ise for i ^  j  and Adij <  A, 
we have zd\ < Zd*x <  zdl. Therefore Cd can have zd\ > z dl only if Adij >  A +  1 for 
all i , j  G M  and i ^  j .  By using the fact th a t (v — 1)(A +  1) >  r (k  — 1) we have
(v — m )[(u -  1)(A +  1) -  r (k  -  1)] <  (p +  bk)[(v -  1)(A +  1) -  r (k  -  1)]
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th a t is,
(p +  bk)[r(k  — 1) — (m — 1)(A +  1)] <  (u — m)[r{k  — 1) — (v — p  — bk — 1)(A +  1)]. 
Also v <  (v  — p — bk)(v  — q) gives
u[r(& — 1) — A(u — 1)] — v 2 +  v < (p +  bk)[r(k — 1) — X(v — 1)] — (p +  bk)v 
which rearranges to
v[r(k — 1) — (v — p — bk — 1)(A +  1)] <  (p +  bk)[r(k — 1) +  A].
Using lem m a 2.1 (c) w ith these facts gives
z<ii <  [r(k -  1) — (m  -  1)(A +  l)]n /(n  -  m ) k
< [r(k — 1) — (v — p — bk — 1)(A +  1 )]u /(p  +  bk)k
< [r(fc — 1) +  X]/k  =  i < Zfa.
Hence z n  <  z j j, and since d was a rb itra ry  in D(v ,  b, k ), d is .E-optim al in D(v ,  6, k).  □
An in teresting  fact about designs satisfying Theorem  2.2 is th a t they  need not be 
G G D D s, for the blocks being added  are com pletely arbitrary . However one would 
generally pay a tten tion  to o ther design criteria , including the s tru c tu re  of the  C-  
m atrix  relative to the  s truc tu re  of th e  trea tm en t set, in choosing th e  blocks to  add.
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EXAMPLE 4  This G G D D {  1) d* £  -0(9 ,15 ,5) has p — 3, so addition  of any one 
block of size 5, be it b inary  or not, produces an E -o p tim al design d  6  D ( 9 ,16 ,5 ).
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2  2 2 2  
1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  
1 6 7 8 9 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 3 4 5  
1 9 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 3 4 5 6 7 8  
2 8 9 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 3 4 5 6 7
The proof of the  following corollary follows im m ediately  from T heorem  2.2 upon 
using the  facts s ta ted  in the  proof of corollary 2.2.
COROLLARY 2 .3  Suppose d* £  D ( v ,b , k )  satisfies the conditions o f  Theorem 1 of  
Morgan & Uddin (1995), and let b > 0 be an integer such that bk < v  — 2. I f  d is 
any design with members o f  the same treatment set arranged in b blocks o f  size k, 
then the design d having N ^ —(Nd*: N f )  is E-opt imal  in D(y ,  6, k), where 6 = 6  +  6.
Corollary 2.3 applied to  the  series of designs with param eters  v  =  3t  +  2, 6 =  
312 +  3t  +  1, and k  =  3 from  M organ & Uddin (1995) produces the  E -op tim al series 
w ith param eters v =  3 f +  2, 6 =  3 t2 +  3t +  l +  6, and k — 3, for every 6 <  t and t > 1. 
For instance, the  s ta rtin g  design d  £  D ( 8 ,3 ,19 ) in exam ple 3 can be augm ented to 
give E -op tim al designs in E (S , 3,20) or E ( 8, 3,21).
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2 . 3  M F - o p t i m a l i t y
T his section generalizes the idea behind  Theorem  2.6 of Jacroux (1983) to accomo­
da te  the  broader class of G G D D s  as defined in section 2.2, resulting in the  M V -  
op tim ality  of a wider class of block designs, including some nonbinary, unequally 
replicated  designs. B ut before doing so, an error in Jacroux’s (1983) theorem  needs 
to  be pointed out. In the  proof, it is s ta ted  th a t one can easily see th a t the m ax­
im um  variance of an elem entary  contrast using the  proposed design d* is (in our 
notation) r^._j)+7 =  m*.  T his is not always tru e  under the  conditions given there,
and hence designs satisfying those conditions need not be M V -optim al, as shown 
by the  following counterexam ple.
EXAMPLE 5 For v =  9, b =  17, and k  =  3, consider th e  designs d\ and
7 7 7 7 7 8 8 8 9 9 9 1 1 1 2 2 5  
di  : 8 8 1 3 5 1 2 4 1 2  3 4 2 5 5 4 6  
9 9 2 4 6 3 6 5 5 4 6 6 3 4 3 6 3
1 4 7 1 4 1 4 7 1 2 3 1 4 7 1 4 7
4 : 2 5 8 2 5 2 5 8 4 5 6 5 8 2 8 2 5
3 6 9 3 6 3 6 9 7 8 9 9 3 6 6 9 3
T he MV-va lue  of d\, which does not have generalized group divisible structure , is 
.5154. T h a t of the  GGDD{2>) 4 ,  which satisfies Jacroux’s (1983) Theorem  2.6 and 
has 733 =  2, is .5222. T he corresponding value of m*  is 0.5.
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To find the  correct condition to  m ake m* the  m axim um  variance, we have ex­
plicitly  calculated the variances of elem entary  contrasts for the  proposed d* and 
used Jacroux ’s (1983) argum ents to establish the m ain  result of th is section. W ith 
respect to  the  M V -op tim ality  of designs in D ( v , b , k ) where bk/v  is not an integer, 
the  only results known to  the  authors are those given by Jacroux (1983) and M organ 
h  Uddin (1995). T he la tte r  authors also establish an infinite series of M V -optim al 
nonbinary block designs th a t are M V -superior to  all b inary block designs of the 
sam e param eters. F irst we need the following lem m a, which is one of the  key tools 
in M V -op tim ality  argum ents.
LEMMA 2 .2  (Takeuchi, 1961) Let d G D ( v ,b , k )  be arbitrary. Then fo r  any i and 
j > i y- j , the variance with which r, — Tj is estimated in d satisfies
V a r { T i - T j ) >  4:k/((rdi + rdj) ( k - l )  + 2 \ dij)
THEOREM 2 .3  Let D ( v ,b , k )  be a class o f  designs such that bk =  v r  +  p fo r  some  
0 <  p  <  v — 2, and r ( k — 1) =  (u — 1)A + q for  some  0 <  q < v — 1. Let d* G D(v ,  6, k ) 
be any GGDD(s)  satisfying
( i )  7 . .  >
( i i )  cg > c f o r  1 <  g < s — 1, and cs = c,
( i i i )  I g g  > T s s f o r l < g < s - l ,
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( i v )  f o r l < g , h < s  with g ± h ,  7 gh =  7 ,
(v ) <  F T —  f o r  1 <  g ,h  < s with g ^ h .V J  V~1\s {kC g + ~ 1 g g ) V ^ \  9 (kC fr+7/i/l ) “  &C+7fl5 J  —. ^ — X  ~ T
Then d* is M V -o p t im a l  in D ( v , 6, k).
PROOF Let d* be  as described in th e  th eo rem  and consider th e  m atr ix  Td*x defined  
in chapter 1. P u tt in g  x  =  j ls/ k  =  7 /A: g ives  Td*x =  £ diag((kcg +  7 gg)IVg +  (71* -  
Tgg)Jvg) so that
T d * l  =  k  dia9 ( -----!------I v g ~  71------■------ 7777-^7---- - t t ---- 7------------- i t-0  ■,Ac5 +  -Jgg ( k C g  +  7g g ) [ { k c g +  ' J g g )  +  V g i ' J l s  l g g ) \
The relationship Cd* 1 =  0 im plies kcg +  7g g  +  us (7 is — 7g g )  =  U7Xs and thus
t £  =  * <ii«9 ( - ■  A [/„, +  .
\{hCg f̂gg) V \ S J
Since p < v — 2, there  exist a t least two trea tm en ts  which are replicated  exactly r 
tim es, and these trea tm en ts  has to  occur in th e  sam e group. For suppose one of 
these trea tm en ts  is alone in a group. T hen  w ithou t loss of generality, there  exist two 
groups, say Vs- \  and Vs , such th a t  |K - i |  =  and \VS\ — 1. By inspection of the C-  
m atrix o f d*, it follows th a t  — X(v—l ) /A + c  =  0, and c—711(17 — 1)/A —X(v—17) / A — 0. 
Together these im ply th a t  A =  711, th a t  is, every tre a tm e n t which occurs exactly r 
tim es is in fact in the  sam e group. Therefore, if i , j  £  Vg, th en  conditions (ii) and 
(Hi) imply
V a r ( T ^ Tj) =  7i— —----7 <  2k
( k c g +  7g g )  (Ac ~b 7s«)
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w ith equality  for g = s.
If i G Vg and  j  6 14,
f ' N, ^ 1 ^ 1  H l g g  ~  7ls) I k i y j h h  ~  7ls)
V a r ( T i  -  T j )  —  y    r  +  y    r  +  7 y  j 7 7  +  --------------------
( k C g + I g g )  { k Ch + ^ h h )  ( ^ l S{ kCg  +  Jg_g)) ( s ( k C h +  ~f h h ) )
If m* =  2k / ( k c  +  7 SS) is to  b e  the  largest o f  th e  e lem en ta ry  contrast  variances then  
it m u st  b e  greater than  or equal to
Hrgg  +  (tt -  l )7 l» )  | k{~jhh +  (V -  1 )7 1 , )
V~fls(kCl +  Igg) V'fl s (kch +  ^kh)
which is con d it ion  (u).
W ith  th is  in m ind , let d  G D ( v , b , k )  be arbitrary and r di >  r d2 >  ••• >  rdv  If 
rdv <  r  then
Var(Ti  -  tv) >  4 k / ( ( r di +  r dv)(k  -  1 ) +  2Xdiv) =  4 k / A iv 
where A iv — (r di +  r dv)(k -  1) +  2 \ div. Consider
U—1 V—1 V—1
Y ^ A i y  =  (k -  l ) { ( v  -  l ) r dv +  +  2
i= 1 2 = 1 2 = 1
<  (k  -  l ) { ( v  -  l ) r dv +  bk -  r dv} +  2rdv(k -  1) -  bk(k  -  1 ) +  v r dv(k -  1 )
<  (k  — l) (w r  +  p)  +  v( k  — l ) ( r  — 1 ) =  2kc(v  — 1 ) +  (2 r +  p — v ) (k  — 1 ). 
Since each A{v is an integer, and using cond ition  (*),
m in Aiv <  2kc + in t((2r  + p — v ) ( k  — l ) / ( v  — I))  
< 2(kc  +  7SS).
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Thus if r dv <  r , it follows from  lem m a 2.2 th a t for some 1 <  i < v — 1
m ax V a r ( T i  — t v )  >  2k / ( k c  +  7SS) =  m * .
l < i < v —l
So now assum e rdv =  r  and observe th a t since bk = vr  -f p, d  m ust have a t least
v — p >  2 trea tm en ts  which are replicated  exactly r  tim es, th a t is, r^p+i =  ... =
rdv = r.
If A dij <  i ss  for som e i ^  j  and p  +  1 <  i , j  <  v,  then  again by le m m a  2.2, 
maxj-^j Var(T{ — t j )  >  m*.  T h u s  th e  on ly  way d  can have Var(r,- — t j )  <  2 k / ( k c  +  
7 s s )  =  m* for all i ^  j  is if A dij >  7 ss +  1 for all i ^  j  and p +  1 <  i , j  <  v. H owever,  
if  this happens and we let A{v b e  as defined earlier, then
v p
T ,  Aiv =  +  r dv)(k  — 1) +  2Adiv\
i—1 i—\
v—1
= rp{k  -  1) +  {k -  1 )(bk -  r (v  -  p)) +  2[kcdvv -  y  Adiv ]
i=P+1
<  rp{k  — 1) +  (k — l ) (bk — r(v  -  p)) +  2k[cdvv — (v -  p — 1)(7SS +  1 )/k]  
= p[2(kc +  7SS) +  k  +  1] +  2 [r(k -  I) -  (v -  1)(7SS +  1)]
Again on using the  fact th a t  each A „  is an integer,
m in A iv < m in A iv < int  ( 2 (kc  +  -yss) + k  +  1 +  2 [r (fc ~  X) ~  ~  +  1)]
l<i<v—1 1 <t<p V p
so th a t another application of lem m a 2.2 will give the  result provided the  right-hand 
side of th is inequality  is no grea ter th an  2(kc  +  7SS). This will be true  whenever
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k +  1 +  2H fc 1) ( i_.i)(>-«+i)] <  or equivalently, when 75S >  pf'+2r(^_l L .2(t) V) _ T h e 
last inequality  is im plied by condition (z). □
It is easy to  observe th a t  Theorem  1 of Morgan &; Uddin (1995), when specialized 
to the  proper block design setting , is a special case of T heorem  2.3. Incidentally, 
design d2 of exam ple 5 fails condition (u) of this theorem .
EXAMPLE 6  Consider th is  d  G £>(6,11 ,3 ):
2 3 4 5 6 1 2 1 1 1 2 
3 4 5 6 2 2 3 4 5 6  3 
4 5 6 2 3 4 1 6 5 3 5
P u ttin g  V\ =  {2,3} and  V2 =  { 1 ,4 ,5 ,6}, d is a  G G D D { 2) with 711 =  4 and 
712 =  722 =  2- All conditions of Theorem  2.3 are satisfied. So d  is M U -optim al in 
£>(6,11,3).
EXAMPLE 7 This design is a G G D D ( 2) w ith V\ =  {1 ,2 ,3}  and  V2 — { 4 ,5 ,6, 7 ,8}.
It satisfies all of the  conditions of Theorem  2.3 , so is M U -op tim al in £>(8,39,3).
8 8 8 8 8 8 8 7 7 7 1 2 1  2 3 4 5 6 7  
8 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2  3 3 4 2 3 4 5 6 7 1  
7 2 3 4 5 6 1  4 - 5 6 5 6 4 5 6 7 1 2 3
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 6 6 6 1 2 1 2  3 4 5 8 6 1  
7 1 2 3 4 5 8 1 2 3 3 4 2 3 4 5 8 6 1 2  
6 2 3 4 5 8 1 4  5 8 5 8 4 5 8 6 1 2 3 3
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COROLLARY 2 .4  Suppose d* e  D { v ,  6 , k) is a G G D D (  1) with bk =  v r  +  p f o r  some  
0 <  p <  v;  A =  r (k  — l ) / { v  — 1) is an integer; and  ( C d ) a  — c f o r  all i — 1 , (1 ) ,  v.  
Let d be any design obtained f ro m  d* by adding b binary blocks containing disjoint  
sets o f  treatments,  where b satisfies
I  <  2 (« -  1 ) - p k  
k2
Then d  is M V - o p t i m a l  in D ( v , b , k), where 6 = 6  +  6 .
PROOF W rite 5 =  6+ 1 . For <7 =  1, ( l ) , s  — 1, let V), contain the trea tm en ts  in the g th 
added block; Vs contains the  rem aining trea tm en ts . Then ci = . . .  = cs_i =  c +  
cs =  c, 735 =  A + 1  for g < s — 1, 7SS =  A, and  7gh — A for all g h. Also, bk =  vr  + p 
where p — bk +  p.
Condition (i) of Theorem  2.3 is 2A >  int (  +  2A), i.e. 6 <  — . Verifi­
cation of the rem aining conditions of the theorem  are sim ilarly straightforw ard. □
EXAMPLE 8 Consider the  design d* G D (15 ,53 ,4 ) w ith blocks
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
1 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 3 4
2 11 12 13 14 15 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 3 4
8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 3 4 5 6 7
7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 3 4 5 6
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along w ith two copies of the  blocks
3 3 3 3 4 4 4 5 5 6 6 7 8  
4 5 7 9 5 8 10 6 9 7 10 11 12
6 11 8 13 7 9 14 8 10 9 11 12 13
12 15 10 14 13 11 15 14 12 15 13 14 15
d* is clearly a  G G D D {  1) w ith v =  15, k  =  4 and  A =  3, and for b — 1 all conditions
of corollary 2.4 are satisfied. So the  design ob tain ing  by adding any 6 = 1  binary
block containing to  d* is M U -op tim al in D{  15 ,54 ,4).
P u ttin g  p — 1 in corollary 2.4 specializes it for the  designs considered by M organ 
and Uddin (1995). For instance, the  designs w ith  v — 3f +  2, 6 =  3f2 +  3f +  1, and 
k  =  3 from M organ & Uddin (1995) produce th e  new infinite series of M V -optim al 
designs w ith v — 3t +  2, 6 =  3 t2 +  3t +  1 +  6, and k  =  3, where 6 <  On using 
corollory 2.3, it is easy to verify th a t these M U -op tim al designs are also ^ -op tim al. 
The following corollary is the  corrected version of corollary 2.9 of Jacroux (1983).
COROLLARY 2 .5  Supposed*  £  D ( v , b , k )  is a B I B D  having parameters v, 6 , r, k  =  
v /2  and A. Let d be any design obtained f rom  d* by adding 2t — 1 blocks, t >  1 , t o f  
which contain treatments  1, . . . ,  v / 2  a n d t  — l  o f  which contain treatments v j  2+ 1,.. . ,  v.
I f
( i )  (A +  t — 1 ) >  i n t ( ( y 2 +  4 (r +  t — l ) ( u  — 2 ) ) /8 ( u  — 1)) ,  and
( i i )  ((An +  t ) / ( ( r + f ) ( u - 2 ) + 2 ( A + t ) )  <  ((Au +  l - t ) / ( ( r + t - l ) ( u - 2 )  +  2(A +  t - l ) ) .
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Then d is M V -o p t im a l  in D ( v , b + 2t — 1, k ).
PROOF O bserve that  d is a  G G D D ( 2) design w ith  V\ — { 1 , 2 , v /2 }  and V2 — 
{ v / 2  +  l , v / 2  +  2, . . . ,  v } .  So in th is  case  b = b + 2 t  — 1, r  — r +  t — 1, p  =  v / 2 , 
-yn  =  A + 1, 722 =  A +  t — 1 and 712 =  A which satisfies the  cond itions  of  T heorem  
2.3. Thus d is M V -o p t im a l .  □
EXAMPLE 9 Consider th e  B I B D  d* having param eters v — 6, h =  10, r  =  5, k =  3 
and A =  2. T hen the  designs d ob tained  from d* by ading 2t — 1 blocks as described 
in corollary (2.5) are M V -op tim al in D{6,10 +  2t — 1,3) for t  — 1,2.
Theorem  2.3 does not cover settings w ith p = v — 1. T he m ethod  of its proof 
does not apply in this case, for it is possible th a t |V |̂ =  1 and hence th a t  the  M V -  
com parison need not occur w ith in  Vs. To derive a result for p — v — 1, we will adapt 
some work from the te s t- trea tm e n t vs control literatu re .
Consider the  experim ental s itua tion  in which v — 1 >  2 test trea tm en ts  are to 
be com pared to  some stan d ard  trea tm en t in a block design consisting of b blocks 
of size k. Let 1,2, . . . ,v  denote th e  v  trea tm en ts  being studied w ith v being used 
to  denote the  standard  tre a tm e n t and 1, 2,.. . ,  u — 1 to  index the  tes t trea tm en ts. 
An excellent overview and  m any references on com paring tes t trea tm en ts  w ith a 
s tandard  trea tm en t m ay be found in the  survey paper of H edayat, Jacroux and 
M ajum dar (1988).
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Jacroux (1987) gave th is definition for a group divisible tre a tm e n t design with 
(s +  1) classes, or G D T D ( s  +  1):
D e f i n i t i o n  2 .2  The design d  e  D { v ,b , k )  is a G D T D ( s  -f 1 ), i f
( i )  K + i =  M  and  cs+i =  r ( k  -  1 ) / k ,
( i i )  Vi , ..., Vs are the sets o f  size (v — l ) / s  =  v,
( i i i )  ci =  c2 =  ... =  cs =  ( r  +  l ) ( k  -  1 ) / k  = c,
(i v )7gg  = ^i  f o r  g =  l , . . . , s ,
( v )  7gh = A0 f o r  g ^ h  and g, h ±  s +  1,
( v i )  Ts.s+i =  A2 f o r  0 =  1 , . . . , s.
Clearly a G D T D ( s  +  1) is also a G G D D (s  +  1). Hence op tim ality  results for 
G D T D ( s  +  l ) ’s can be adop ted  for our setting. We will need th e  following notation.
For fixed values of v, b, and k and any positive integer r 0 betw een 1 and bk, define 
IV(ro) =  i n t ( r0fb),  X( r0) =  ( r0 — bN(r0) ) (N ( r Q) +  l )2 +  (6 — r0 +  b N ( r o ) ) N 2(r0), and 
R(fo)  =  int ( (bk — r0) /v ) .  Let D ro( v , b , k ) denote the  subclass of D ( v , b , k )  for which 
trea tm en t v is replicated  ro tim es.
Theorem  2.4, which addresses M V -optim ality  of G D T D ( s  +  l ) ’s w ithin the 
subclass D To( v ,b ,k ) ,  is due to  Jacroux (1987).
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THEOREM 2 .4  For a given value o f  r0, let cl* £  D To(v , 6 , k) be a G D T D ( s  +  1) such 
that
Td*vk — r0k A(r 'o) )  A — (r0k A ( r o ) ) / ( z J  1 ) 7
rd*ik — Xd*u — R{r0){k — 1) fo r  i = l , . . . , v — l,
and,
A2 =  Ax +  1 where Ai =  [R(r0)(k -  1) — A0)/(v  — 2)].
Also, let for  positive integers x  and-y, B ( x , y )  =  (1 — [(1 — x m ( l  — y m ) ] 1̂ 2) / m ,  where
km  =  ( k / ( ( v  -  1 ) A 0 ) )  +  ( s ( u  -  l ) k / ( ( v  -  l ) ( u ( s  -  1 ) A 2 +  (v  -  l ) A i  +  A0 ) )
+ ( ( 5  — l ) k / ( ( u  — 1 ) ( wA 2 +  A o ) ) ) .
Now, i f
rQk -  A ( r0) -  2 <  (1; -  1 ) B ( r 0k  -  A ( r 0 ) -  2, R ( r 0)(k  -  1)); (2.1)
1 / ( R ( r 0) — 1)(& — 1) >  fh or
r0k -  A(r0) <  (v -  3 )B (r 0k -  X(r0) , R ( r 0)(k  -  1)) 
+ B ( r 0k - X ( r 0) , (R ( r 0) - l ) ( k - l ) )
+ B ( r 0k -  A ( r0), (R(r0) +  1 ) (k -  1)); (2 .2 )
k m  <C m i n ( ( c^w “F Cda 2 ĉ iv')I{̂ CdvvC-dti ^div) '
(C-dvv ~F Cdjj ~  ‘2Cdjv)/ {cdvvCdjjCdiv)} 1 ( -̂3)
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where Cdvv is defined as in (2.3),
Cdw — (rok X(r0) ) / k ,  Cdii — Ltfrofik  1),
Cdiv — ( Ao  - 0 / ^ N  c djj — ( R ( r o ) ( k  1 )  2 )  j'k Cdjv A o / f e ,
and
k m  <C rnZni^Cdppi^Cdvv ”1” *-dqq 2>Cdpq') (Cdpv ”1“ Cdpq) }/ (̂ *̂ :)
{ C d v v C d p p C d q q  ^ d v v ^ d p q  ^ d v v ^ d q v  ^ d q q  C-d-pv “ I”  ^ C d p y C d q v ^ d p q  i
where Cdvv is defined as in (2.3),
Cdpp — Cdqq — Lt{^ 0)(^ f)}
C-dpv — Cdqv — Ao/ k ,  Cdpq — (^1 ^)/^' (^1 "h ^ )/^ j
then d* is M V-op t im a l  D ro( v , b, k).
N ow  we can give a th eo rem  for th e  case  p  =  v — 1.
THEOREM 2.5 Let d* e  D ( v ,b , k ) ,  where 3 <  k <  v, bk =  vr  + (v — 1), and
A =  r (k  — l ) / ( v  — 1) is an integer, be a G G D D ( s  +  1) f o r  which
(i) V"s+1 =  {u}  and cs+1 =  r (k  -  1 ) / k ,
(ii) Vi,..., Vs are the sets o f  size (u — 1 ) / s  = v,
(iii) ci =  c2 =  ... = cs -  (r + 1 )(k -  1 ) / k ,
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(iv) Xgg — X fo r  g = l , . . . , s
(v) Agh =  A +  1 f o r  g 7  ̂ h and g, h s +  1
(vi) Aa,s+1 =  A f o r  g = l , . . . , s ,
and at least one o f  the following two inequalities holds:
A u p  -  2)v -  (k2 +  3k  -  6)] <  v 2 -  v{k2 +  4k  -  6) +  (k 3 -  8k +  9) (2.5)
or
Av[(Jfe -  5)u -  (k2 -  3k  -  6)] <  4v2 -  v ( k 2 +  2k  +  9) +  (k3 + k +  6). (2.6)
Then d* is M V - o p t i m a l  in D ( v ,b , k ) .
PROOF First no te  th a t  the  conditions im ply th a t d* is binary, and  th a t  r<i*v =  r. 
Strip  the  last row and colum n from Cd* and call the  resulting  (u — 1) x (v — 1) 
m atrix  C*.  T hen  d i a g ^ C * ) - 1 , 0) is a 5-inverse for Cd* where (C *)-1 =  / s <8 >[&/(Av-|-
k — l )Iy  — k / ( ( \ v  +  k  — l)(A u +  v — l))Js ]  T ((A +  1 ) /A)(&/(Au +  v — 1 ) ) J s ® J v -
Thus for d*, e lem entary  trea tm en t contrasts are estim ated  w ith  th ree variances: 
vari  — 2k /(Xv  +  k — 1), which is the  “w ithin group” variance; v a r 2 =  2k / (X v  +  k — 
1) — 2k /( (Xv  +  k — l)(A u +  v — 1)), which is the  “betw een group” variance for the  
first s group; and var3 =  k / ( X v  +  k — 1) — k /( (Xv  +  v — l)(Au +  v — 1)) +  k(X +  
l)/(A (A u +  v — 1)), which is th e  “comparison to last group” variance. It is easy to
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check th a t var2 < vari  < var3, so var3 is the  M U -value of d*. W rite var3 =  k m  
where m  =  (2A2u +  2Au — 3A +  kA +  k — l)/(A(Aw +  k — l)(Au +  v — 1)).
Let d  €  D(v,  b, k) and suppose th a t d  is M V -b e tte r  th an  d*. Now d m ust have 
a t least one trea tm en t replicated  at m ost r  tim es, say r*, <  r . If <  r  then 
Cdw < ((r  -  1 ){k -  1 ) / k )  = (X(v -  1) -  (k -  1 ) ) / k  and
V  —  1
mill +  C d w  ^  ^ ^ ( ( CdU H" C dvv  2 Cdiv^) / { v  1))
=  (Cd) +  VCdw)l{v -  1)
=  (2Au(u -  1) -  k + l ) / ( k ( v  -  1)).
Thus if r^v < r , it follows from  lem m a 2.2 th a t  for some 1 <  i < v — 1
m ax Var(T{ -  r„) >  4k(v  — l ) / (2 X v(v  — 1) -  k  +  1 ) / ( k ( v  — 1)) =  (say).
l< i< f—1
U sing  th e  com puter  software M A PLE, we can  establish  th a t  /i(A , v, k) — m ^ - k m  >  
0 for A >  1 and v >  4, th a t  is, /i(A  +  l , u  +  4 ,k) >  0 for A > 0  and v >  0. B y  
u sing  M A PLE, +  1, v +  4, k) =  A2[w2(2k 2 -  2k) +  v ( l 6 k 2 -  16k) +  (32k 2 -  32)] +  
A[u2(6k 2 -  6k) +  u(44k2 -  44k) + (k3 + 80k 2 -  81k)] +  [v2(4k2 -  4k)  + v(28k2 -  28k) + 
(k3 +  46k2 — 48k)], w hich is clearly a p o s it iv e  quantity.
Hence we m ay assum e th a t d  has all trea tm en ts  rep licated  a t least r tim es, and 
has a t least one trea tm en t replicated  exactly  r  tim es, say =  r. T h a t is, we need 
only to  prove th a t d* is M V -optim al in th e  class of designs w ith r = r. This
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problem  is addressed by Theorem  2.4 in the  context of tes t-trea tm en t vs control 
designs; here trea tm en t v  w ith  r^v — r  serves the  role of the  control trea tm en t, and 
r  is the  r0 of th a t theorem . If Theorem  2.4 is fulfilled, then  for any d,
m a x Vard(Ti — r„) >  k m  =  m ax V a r^ r ,-  — tj), 
l<i i+3
proving d* is M V -optim al. We need to  verify th a t conditions (2.1)-(2.4) of Theorem  
2.4 are satisfied.
W riting p — X(v — 1) — 2 and q =  X(v — 1) +  (k — 1) and sim plifying, condition 
(2.1) reduces to  A(u — 1) — 2 <  (u — 1 )B{p,  q), th a t is, f a(X, v, k) =  m tp[{v — l ) 2q — 
p] — rhb[{v - l ) 2p +  (y — 1 )2q — 2p(v  — 1)] <  0 for A >  1 and v > 4, where in — ^  =  
'2 ' Ecluivalently> +  1>U +  4, k) < 0 for A >  0, v > 0. Using 
M APLE, we found f a(A, v, k)  reduces to  —A3[2u4+28u3+142u2+308u+240]—A2[8u4+  
u3(3A; +  107) +  i;2(A:+32/; +  565) +  u (6A:2 +  111A: + 1061) +  (9A;2 +  126^ +  797)] — A[10u4 +  
u3(10fc+126+u2(4 P  +  100H 566)+ u(24P + 326fc+ 1090) +  (36it2+352fc+7SO)]-[4u4+  
v3(7k +  7) +  v2{bk2 +  64A: + 195) +  u (3 0 P  +  19l k  +  349) +  (45fc2 + 1 9 4 k +  237)], which 
is a negative quantity , proving th a t (2.1) holds. Similarly condition (2 .2)  reduces to 
fb(X, v, k) = [mb2(v -  2 ) 2 -  [(u -  3 ) 2 +  l ] ( m fc -  m tp ) 2 +  [(u -  3 ) 2 +  2]mt(A; -  1 ) ( m b -  
m tp)]2 - [ 2 ( m b - m tp )2 ( u - 3 ) [ m 6 - r n tp - r h i ( f c - l ) ] 1/ 2 [m 6- m j p - 2 m t( f c - l ) ] 1/ 2]2 >  0 , 
which on using M APLE, is found to  be positive-the result is a  stra ight forward but 
very messy expression, being a  m ultivaria te  polynom ial in A, v, and k  w ith  degrees
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12, 10 and 6 respectively. This sam e approach using M APLE to expand polynom ials 
in A, v, and k verifies th a t (2.3) holds, and th a t (2.4) reduces to the  conditions (2.5) 
and (2.6). Hence by Theorem  2.4, d* is M V -optim al. □
The conditions given by the  inequalities of our theorem  are not always m et but 
are often so. For instance, they  always hold if k  <  5 or k > (v — 5), if k  =  6 for 
A <  3, and for all v <  12.
EXAMPLE 10 Consider th is design d £  D (4 ,5,3):
1 1 1 2  1
2 2 3 3 2
3 4 4 4 3
This d is a G G D D ( 2) w ith V\ =  {1 ,2 ,3}  and Ej =  {4}, and for s =  1 all conditions 
of Theorem  2.5 are satisfied. Hence d is M E -op tim al.
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C h ap ter 3 
T yp e-1  op tim ality  o f  b lock  
d esign s
3 . 1  I n t r o d u c t i o n
This chap ter deals w ith type-1 optim ality  criteria  as defined in chap ter 1. A num ­
ber of results are already known regarding the  type-1 op tim ality  of block designs in 
D(v,  b, k).  One exam ple is the celebrated  result th a t a  B I B D  is op tim al in D ( v , b, k) 
under all type-1 op tim ality  criteria. Various types of block designs which are not 
B I B D s  have also been shown to  be op tim al under different type-1 criteria  in  a num ­
ber of classes and subclasses of D ( v , 6, k)  where bk /v  is an in teger (see Kiefer (1975); 
Conniffe and Stone (1975); Shah, Ragavarao, and K hatri (1976); W illiam , P atter-
38
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son, and John (1977); Cheng (1978, 1979); and Jacroux  (1985, 1989)). Jacroux  
(1985, 1991) has also derived som e sufficient conditions which can be applied  to  
establish  the existence of type-1 op tim al N B B D s  in classes D(v ,  b, k)  where b k /v  is 
no t an  integer. However, those designs which are type-1 op tim al in a vast m ajo rity  
of classes D ( v ,b , k )  rem ain unkown.
In section 3.2 we define the  class of generalized nearly  balanced incom plete block 
designs w ith m axim um  concurrence range I, or N B B D ( l ) .  This class extends the  
nearly  balanced incom plete block designs as defined by Cheng & Wu (1981), and 
th e  sem i-regular graph designs as defined by Jacroux (1985), to cases where off- 
diagonal entries of the  concurrence m atrix  differ by a t m ost the positive in teger 
I. A result related  to  the  nonexistence of N B B D ( l ) s  and an upper bound for 
a  m inim um  eigenvalue of a p a rticu la r class D ( v , b , k )  are derived. In particu la r, 
they  are used in section 3.3 to  derive sufficient conditions for the op tim ality  under 
a  specific type-1 criterion of som e particu lar types of N B B D ( 2)s having unequal 
num bers of replicates. Finally section 3.4 deals w ith an infinite series of N B B D ( 2 ) s  
having unequal num bers of rep licates th a t satisfy th e  derived sufficient conditions 
for the  A-  and the  £)-optim ality  criteria . Also, a resu lt from  Jacroux (1985) is used 
to  establish the  existence of A -optim al N B B D ( l )s  for a  new class of designs.
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3 . 2  N o n - e x i s t e n c e  o f  N B B D ( 1 ) s
DEFINITION 3.1  A generalized, nearly balanced incomplete block design d with max­
imum concurrence range I, or N B B D ( l ) ,  with v  varieties and b blocks o f  size k is 
an incomplete block design satisfying the following conditions:
(i) each var ie ty  appears in each block at most  once,
(ii) each r & =  r or r +  I, where r  =  [bk/v] is the integral par t  o f  bk /v ,  and
(iii) fo r  each i ^  i' and j  j ' , |A*t/ — Xdjj' \ <  I-
This definition of N B B D ( l )  is a generalization of the  definition given by M itchell 
and John (1977) for a regular graph design (R G D ) and Cheng &; Wu (1981) for 
a nearly balanced incom plete block design (N B B D ) or Jacroux (1985) for semi 
regular graph designs (S R G D ). It reduces to  the  definition of an R G D  if bk /v  is 
an integer and I =  1, and to  the  definition of an N B B D  ( S R G D )  if / =  1.
For I — 1, if s is the  num ber of varieties i w ith  r *  =  r , then
s =  v — (bk — v r )  (3.1)
Note th a t 1 <  s  <  v  and, when s — v,  the  design is a regular graph design. It is 
easily seen from  the definition th a t if r * 0 =  r , th en  variety i 0 appears together with
any o ther variety A or A +  1 tim es, where A is the  integral p a rt of r(k  — l ) / ( v  — 1 ).
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In this case, the  num ber of varieties each of which appears together w ith variety io 
ju st A tim es is
n  =  v — 1 — {(k — l ) r  — X(v — 1)}. (3.2)
The proof of the  following lem m a is given in Cheng & Wu (1981).
L em m a  3 .1  For any given positive integers b, v, r, k with k > 2  and k < v, let s 
a n d n  be defined by (3.1) and (3.2). I f n  >  k — 1 and there exists a N B B D ( l )  with 
v varieties and b blocks o f  size k, then
s (n  — s +  1) <  (v — s)(n  — k -f 1). (3.3)
The next theorem  shows th a t for some sets of param eters, no N B B D (  1) exists.
THEOREM 3 .1  For any given positive integers b, v,  r, k with k  > 2 and k < v, 
such that bk — v r  +  p fo r  some  1 < p < k, and A =  r{k  — l ) / ( u  — 1) is an integer, 
let s and n be defined by (3.1) and (3.2). I f n > k  — 1 then no N B B D (  1) exists for  
these parameters.
PROOF Suppose for the  given param eters a N B B D ( l )  exists, so by lem m a 3.1 
the  condition (3 .3)  has to  be satisfied. Since s = v — (bk — vr)  =  v  — p and 
n =  (v — 1) — {(k — l ) r  — X(v — 1 )} =  v — 1, condition (3.3) becom es
(v — p)p < p(v  — k).
This implies th a t k  <  p, which is a contradiction. □
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In the following theorem  we have generalized lem m a 2 of M organ &; Uddin (1995) 
to obtain  an upper bound for the  m inim um  nonzero eigenvalue of a certain class of 
block designs.
THEOREM 3 .2  A binary block design d f o r v  t reatments  in b blocks of  size 2 <  k <  v 
such that bk =  v r  +  1 and  A — r ( k  — l ) / ( u  — 1) is an integer has
. (k — l ) r  +  A — 1 
*dl -  k '
PROOF Suppose some trea tm en t is replicated  r^p < r  tim es, then  by using the fact 
th a t v (k  — 2) +  1 >  0 and Theorem  3.1 from  Jacroux  (1980),
v ( k  -  1 )rdp v ( k  -  l ) ( r  -  1) ( k -  l ) r  +  A -  1
dl — k(v  — 1 ) ~  k(v  — 1 ) — k
So assum e = r &2 =  ... =  r ^ - i  =  r  and r&v =  r  +  1. Since the  design is binary
there  are r  + 1  blocks containing the  u th  tre a tm e n t. So the  to ta l num ber of ordered
pairs containing the  u th  trea tm en t is (r  +  1)(& — 1) =  X(v — 1) +  (k — 1), which
implies th a t there is a t least one trea tm en t, say io, which occurs exactly (A +  /)
tim es in these blocks for some 1 < I < k — 1. T hus (A +  l ) (k — 2) ordered pairs are
possible in these r  +  1 blocks, and (r — A — l ) (k — 1) are in the  o ther blocks, involving
trea tm en t z0 and trea tm en ts  o ther than  v.  So th e  to ta l num ber of possible ordered
pairs w ith trea tm en t i0 bu t not w ith trea tm en t u, is
(A +  /)(*  _  2) +  (r  -  A -  l ) (k  -  1) <  X(v -  2),
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which clearly shows th a t  there  exists a t least one pair (i, io) for some i G { 1 , 2 , v  — 
1}, i ^  z'o, such th a t A*-,-,, <  A — 1. So we m ay assum e w ithout loss of generality  
th a t for io =  1 and i =  2, A ^  <  A — 1. W rite  h1 =  (1, —1 , 0 , 0 )  and Tdx =  
kCd — x ( I  — ( l / v ) l l ' ) .  The spectral decom position of Tdx is J2iZi{kz di — x)eie'i 
where e 'l  =  0 for all i and  the  are the  eigenvalues of C\i. If there  exists x  such 
th a t  h'Tdxh < 0 then  certain ly  Zdi < x / k ;  x  = r ( k  — 1) +  Adu satisfies the  inequality  
and the  result is established. □
3 . 3  T y p e - 1  o p t i m a l i t y
In th is section we apply  th e  results derived in section 3.2 to  derive a  new m ethod 
which can be used to establish  the  type-1 op tim ality  of N B B D ( 2)s in various classes 
D { y , b, k)  where b k /v  is no t an integer. F irst we s ta te  some prelim inary results from 
Jacroux (1985) on m inim ization of type-1 op tim ality  functions subject to  various 
constrain ts, which are useful for deriving the  m ain  results of this chapter. So let 
n > 3 be an integer and  let C  and D  be positive constants such th a t C 2 > D  > C 2/ n  
and C  <  maxd£D(v,b,k) t r Cd- Now let f ( x )  satisfy definition (1.1). We wish to  find 
a?i, X2 , . . . , x n which
n
m inim ize E / M  (3-4)
i= 1
subject to the  constra in ts
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(i) X{ > 0 for i — 1,2
(ii) E ”=i *  = 0 ,
(iii) £ " =1 x 2 — D'  for any D '  such th a t C 2 > D'  > D,
(iv) xi  <  F  for some i and a  num ber F  such th a t
(a) F  < (C  — [n/(n  — 1 )]1/ 2P ) / n  where P  — [D — (C 2/ n )]1/2
(b) {C — F ) 2 > D  — F 2 > { C  — F ) 2/ ( n  -  1).
It is easily seen th a t C 2 > D'  > C 2/ n  is the  neccessary and sufficient condition
for the  existence of n  nonnegative num bers X i ,X 2 , . . . , x n such th a t ^ i =i x i =  C and
X̂ ,-=i x} =  D ' . Thus (3.4)(iv)(b) assures th a t if some Xi — F ,  then  there exists
n — 1 o ther nonnegative num bers such th a t together w ith F  they satisfy the rest 
of the  conditions (3.4). Since the  solutions to  (3.4) sub ject to constraints (i)-(iv) 
are perm utation  invariant i.e. th e  order of the  values of solutions for the  Xi are 
irrelevant, we can assum e w ithout loss of generality  th a t  0 <  x\ < X2 <  ... <  x n.
T he following lem m as yield the  solution to  two related  m inim ization problems. 
T he proof of these lem m as are given in Jacroux (1985).
LEMMA 3 .2  Let P f  =  [{D — F 2) — ( ( C — F ) 2/ ( n  — l ) ) ] 1/ 2. Then the solution to 
(3-4) subject to the constraints (i)-(iv) occurs when
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x \  = F,
Xi =  {(C -  F )  -  [(rc -  l ) / ( n  -  2)]1/2PF } / ( n  -  1) fo r  i =  2 , . . . , n - l ,
=  {(C — F)  + [(n -  l ) (n  -  2 ) } ^ P F } / ( n  -  1).
Note th a t the solution in lem m a 3.2 is found at a set of a:,-’s for which Y%=i X1 =  
D, th a t is, the  quan tity  Yfi=i X1 is m ade as small as possible. As the  bound D  for 
Xi is m ade sm aller, the  solution for x n moves to th a t of ®2, ^n -i- W hen the
constraint is dropped altogether, one gets X2 — £3 =  ... =  x n, which is the  solution 
found in lem m a 3.3.
LEMMA 3 .3  The minimal  value o f  the function given in (3-4) subject to constraints 
(i) and (iv) and the additional constraint that
^ 2 x i < c
i =  1
occurs when
x\  =  F
Xi = (C  — F ) / ( n  — 1) f o r  i = 2 , . . . , n .
We now apply these m inim ization results to  derive sufficient conditions for the  type-1 
optim ality  of N B B D ( 2 ) s  w ithin various classes D { v , b, k). The ideas are very sim ilar 
to those used by Jacroux (1985) in deriving sufficient conditions for his Theorem  3.2
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and Theorem  3.7. We use upper bounds given in section (3.2), Jacroux (1980), and
C onstantine (1981) for Zdi corresponding to  d £  D(v,  b, k) which are not N B B D ( 2 ) s ,
and then apply Theorem  3.1 and lem m as 3.2 and 3.3 to  show th a t such designs 
cannot be type-1 optim al. It is assum ed in the  rest of this section th a t v > 4 
and r and A denote the  g reatest integers not exceeding bk/v  and r ( k  — l)/(w  — 
1) respectively. Let d £ D  be a generalized N B B D ( l )  and define the following 
quantities, used in the  rem ainder of th is chap ter for d £ D:
A  = tr  C j,
B  = tr C j  + min{  1/ 2; 4 / P ) ,
(A  — m i)2 >  B  — m i2 >  ( A  — m i ) 2/ ( v  — 2), and
(A  -  m *)2 > B - m f > ( A -  m \ ) 2/ { v  -  2),
where m i and m*i are nonnegative constan ts representing the  m axim um  upper 
bounds for nonzero m inim um  eigenvalues of designs in the  subclasses of nonbinary 
and binary designs in D ( y ,b , k ) ,  respectively. Let m 4 =  [A — (2/A:) — m 4]/(u  — 2) be a 
nonzero eigenvalue of com pletely sym m etric  m atrix  C* w ith tr  C* = A  — (2 /k )  — m*. 
For P\ =  [(jB — m 2) — ((^4 — m i )2/ ( v  — 2))]1/ 2 we defined the  constants m 2 and m 3 
as follows:
m 2 =  { (A  -  m i)  -  [(„ -  2 ) / ( v  -  ^)}1/2P i } / ( v  -  2)
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m 3 =  {(A -  m j) +  [(u -  2)(v  -  3)]1/2P i } / ( v -  2).
T he proof of th e  following theorem  can be found in Jacroux (1985).
THEOREM 3 .3  Let D ( v , b , k ) be such that bk /v  is not an integer and let d be an 
N B B D ( l )  with C-matr ix  C j  having nonzero eigenvalues <  2d-2 <  ... <  Zd,v-i- 
Now let
* r (k  -  l)u
=  7  TvT-(v — l ) k
I f  m i if m 2, — m 4 and
£  f ( z ii) < ™ i n { f { m 1) + { v - 3 ) f ( m 2 )  + f ( m 3)J{m *1) +  ( v - 2 ) f ( m 4)},
1 = 1
then a type-1 opt imal  design in D ( v ,b , k )  must  be an N B B D ( l ) .
Now we set abou t deriving the m ain  result of this section.
THEOREM 3 .4  Let D ( v , 6, k ) be such that bk = vr  +  1 and X = r ( k  — l ) / ( v  — 1) is 
an integer, and let d be a N B B D  (2) with C-matrix  C j having nonzero eigenvalues
zj i  z d,v-1- Now let
r (k  — 1) +  A — 1 
m i =  k-----------
. r i k  — l)u
=  ~r-------r r -(v — 1 )k
I f  m l T m 2 , <  ^ 4  and
£  f ( zdi) < m i n i f f m f )  +  (u -  3) / ( m 2) +  / ( m 3) ,/(m * )  +  (u -  2) / ( m 4)} 
i=1
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Then a type-1 opt imal  design in D {v ,b ,k )  must  be an N B B D ( 2).
PROOF Suppose the conditions of the  theorem  hold and let d  6  D ( v , b , k )  have C- 
m atrix  Cd having nonzero eigenvalues zd\ <  Zd.2 <  ••• 5; -rfi- If d 0  M ( v , b , k )  then 
Nd has |nap — ridjq | >  1 for some i , j  and p ^  q, thus t r  Cd < t r C d — (2/ k ) .  Using 
this fact and the  results of Jacroux (1980(b), Theorem  3.1) or C onstan tine (1981, 
Theorem  3.2), the  Zdi are seen to  satisfy the  following constraints:
(i) Zdi > 0 , for i =  1, . ..,u  -  1,
(ii) tr Cd =  EiZi zdi <  A  — (2/fc),
(iii) zdi < r (k  -  l ) v / ( v  -  l )k .
It is easy to  observe th a t these constraints for the  zdi are the  exactly  the  same 
as those considered in lem m a 3.3 for a corresponding set of Xi having n — v  — 1, 
C = A — 2/k ,  D  = (A  — 2 / k ) 2/ ( v  — 1), and F  — (r v (k  — l ) / { v  — 1)&). Thus lem m a
3.3 is applicable, and we m ust have
5Z f ( z di) > f i m i) + (v -  2)/(rn4) > f { z di)-
i=i i=i
Hence, all type-1 op tim al designs in D(v,  b, k ) m ust be in M ( v ,  6, k). So now suppose 
d is in M ( v , b , k ) bu t is no t an N B B D ( 2). Since by Theorem  3.1, no N B B D (  1) 
exists, it m ust be tru e  th a t e ither \rdi — rdj\ > 1 for some i ^  j  or |Adij — Adw| >  2 for
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some fixed values of i, j ,  k , and /, i j , k  ^  I. In either case, we have tr  Cj > B.  
Using th is fact and Theorem  3.2, th e  zd{ are seen to satisfy
(i) zdi > 0,
(ii) tr  Cd =  I X i1 zdi =  A,
(iii) > tr  Cj  = E ^ i1 4  > B  >  A*/{v  -  1),
(iv)  z di <  (r(k  -  1) +  A -  1 ) / k .
Observe now th a t the  restrictions given above for the zdi are the  same as those given
in lem m a 3.2 for a corresponding set of Xi w ith n = v — 1, C = A,  D — A 2/ (v  — 1),
and F  — (r (k  — 1) +  A — 1 ) /k .  Thus by lem m a 3.2, we have th a t
f ( zdi) >  f { m i) + (u -  3)/(m2) + f ( m 3) >  f { z di).
i = 1 i '= l
and we have the result. □
T he following two useful rem arks are transla tions to our se tting  of comm ents m ade 
by Jacroux (1985, pages 393-395) for his T heorem  3.2 and Theorem  3.7 (Theorem
3.3 of th is chapter).
Firstly, finding a  D -optim al design in D ( v , b , k ) is equivalent to finding d G 
D ( v ,b , k )  such th a t rii= i m axim al. Thus from Theorem  3.4 it follows that if
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there  exists an N B B D ( 2 )  d 6  D ( v , b , k ) such tha t
V — l
J J  zfc >  m ax{m \rn !^~2\  (3.5)
i=1
then a  Z)-optimal design in D ( v , b , k ) m ust be an N B B D ( 2 ) .  Secondly, in many 
classes D ( v ,b , k )  where N B B D ( 2 ) s  exist, they  are not unique. Thus T heorem  3.4 
can only be used to  reduce the  search for type-1 optim al designs to  the  sets of 
N B B D ( 2 ) s  contained w ith in  their classes. However in certain  s itua tions, the  C- 
m atrices corresponding to  N B B D ( 2)s in D ( v , b , k ) can all be p u t in exactly  the 
sam e form. W hen th is happens and the  associated eigenvalues satisfy th e  conditions 
of (3.4) then the  unique N B B D ( 2) in D ( v , b , k ) is type-1 optim al. For exam ple 
it is easy to  verify th a t the  C -m atrix  of N B B D { 2 )  with bk — vr  +  1 and A =  
r ( k —l ) / ( u —1) being an in teger, where v  =  3 t+ l ,  b =  3i2+ 3 f+ l ,  and k  =  3, obtained 
from  a com pletely sym m etric  design of M organ & Uddin (1995) by replacing one 
copy of the the m ultip ly-rep licated  trea tm en t in a nonbinary block w ith  any other 
trea tm en t so th a t the nonbinary  block becomes a binary, is unique.
EXAMPLE 11 Consider th e  design cl for v  =  8 and k =  3 w ith blocks given by the
6 = 1 9  columns
6 8 8 8 8 8 8 7 7 7 1 2 3 1 2 4 5 6 7  
8 1 3 5 1 2 4 1 2 3 4 3 4 2  3 5 6 7 1  
7 2 4 6  3 5 6 6 4 5 5 6 6 4 5 7 1 2 3
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The C -m atrix  of d has t r  C j =  38, tr  C j  +  m m ( l / 2 ; 4 / P )  =  207.776  and nonzero 
eigenvalues 5.3333, 6 .3333, and 5 with m ultiplicities of 5, 1, and 1 respectively. 
The sum  of reciprocals of these nonzeros eigen values is 1.2954. If m 1: m *i, m 2 , 
m 3 , and m 4 are com puted  as described in Theorem  3.4  it is seen th a t m j =  5, 
m*j =  5 .3333, m 2 =  5.294, m 3 =  6.532, m 4 =  5 .3333, ( 1 /m * )  +  (6 / m 4) =  1.3125  
and (1 /m i)  -f (5/ m 2) +  ( l / m 3) =  1.2976. It now follows again from  Theorem  3.4  
and the  preceding rem ark  th a t d  is A-optim al in D ( 8, 19 ,3 ) .
EXAMPLE 12 Consider the  N B B D ( 2 )  d  having param eters u = 9 , 6= 11 ,  and k = 5
whose blocks are th e  colum ns
1 1 1 1 1 8 8 8 9 1 9 
5 9 8 8 8 2 2 3 2 2 3  
2 5 9 9 9 3 4 4 3 4 4  
3 6 2 3 4 6 5 5 5 6 5  
4 7 5 6 7 7 6 7 7 7 6
Then t r  C j=  44, t r  C j  +  m m ( l / 2; 4/jfe2) =  243.36109, n != i *<R =  821789.9779 
and f { zdi) =  1-46120. If m 4, m*4, m 3, and m 4 are calculated  as outlined 
in Theorem  3.4, we get m 4 =  5.2, m* 1 =  5.4, m 2 — 5.36977, m 3 =  6.58136, m 4 =  
5.45714. Since m 4 <  ?n2, m \  <  m 4, = 749478.2124, m i m ^  =  820451.8457,
(1 /m i)  +  (6/m 2) +  ( l / m 3) =  1.461624 and (1/m *) +  (7 /m 4) =  1.467908, it follows 
from Theorem  3.4 th a t  A- or D -optim al in C ( 9 , l l ,5 )  m ust be an N B B D ( 2 ) .
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3 . 4  A p p l i c a t i o n s
In this section we first use Theorem  3.4 to  establish the  A-  and  Z)-optim ality of 
an infinite series of N B B D ( 2)s in D ( v , b , k ) for which v =  3t +  1, b = 3t2 +  3f +  
1, and k  =  3. It is easy to  see by using Theorem  3.1 th a t N B B D ( l)s  do not 
exist for these param eters . T he construction and uniqueness of C -m atrices of the 
N B B D { 2)s for these  param eters is shown in the  rem ark  preceding exam ple (11). 
Let d G D ( v , b , k )  be an  N B B D ( 2). The C -m atrix  of d has t r  C j  =  612 +  6 t  +  2, 
t r  C | +  m m ( l/2 ;4 /& 2) =  12f3 +  20f2+ 4 0 /3 f+  46/9  and nonzero eigenvalues 2 t+ 4 /3 ,  
21 +  7/3 , and  2t +  1 w ith  m ultiplicities of (31 — 1), 1, and 1 respectively.
For A o p tim a lity , consider f ( x )  =  l / x  in T heorem  3.4, so th a t  
11— 1
Y ,  =  ( lo s t3 +  216f2 +  l i l t  +  19)/(72f3 +  168f2 +  122* +  28)
t=i
Com puting m i, m * i ,  m 2, m 3, and m 4 as described in Theorem  3.4, it is seen th a t 
m i  =  2t +  1, m*i =  21 +  4 /3 , m 2 =  2t +  4 /3  +  (1/3*) -  ( l / 3 t ) y / (13 t  -  3)/(9< -  3), 
m 3 =  2* +  4 /3  +  (1 /3 1) +  ( l / 3 t ) y j (3 t  — 1)(13* — 3 )/3  and m 4 =  2 t +  4 /3 . Since 
?7?.i <  m 2, and  m \  <  m 4, it rem ain  to show th a t
Y f ( zdi) < m i n { f ( m i )  +  (v -  3) / ( m 2) +  f ( m 3 ) , f ( m * )  + (v -  2 ) f ( m 4) j
i—1
where / ( m 4) +  (v  — 3 ) / ( m 2) +  / ( m 3) =  1 /(2*  +  1) +  (3* -  l ) / ( 2 *  + 4 / 3  +  (1 /3*) -  
( l /3 * )^ /(1 3 *  — 3 ) / (9 *  — 3))  +  1 /(2* +  4 / 3  + ( 1 / 3 * )  +  ( l / 3 / ) ^ / (1 3 «  — 3)(3tC — l ) / 3 )  and
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f { m j) +  (v — 2) / ( m 4) =  (9t +  3) / ( 6Z +  4). For this it is sufficient to show that
X ] / ( - * ')  <  f ( m i)  +  (i> -  3) / ( m 2) +  / ( m 3), (3.6)
i=i
since triv ial calculations establish  th a t  f ( zdi) <  (9^ +  3)/(6Z +  4). Now look 
at expression (3.6), which is equivalent to
1 /(2 1 +  7/3) -  1 /(2 1 +  4 /3  +  ( l /3 i )  +  ( l / 3 t)y /{13t  -  3)(3t  -  l ) /3 )  <  (31 -  1)
[1/(2Z +  4 /3  -  1/3Z^/(13f — 3 )/(9 t — 3)) -  1/(2Z +  4/3)]
th a t is,
1 <  (1 +  1 /(21 +  4 /3 ) ) ( l  +  ( ( \ / 3 t ) y J (13Z -  3)(3Z -  l ) /3  +
( l /3 Z ) ^ ( 1 3 Z - 3 ) / ( 9 i - 3 ) ) / ( ( 2 Z  +  4 /3  +  (1/3Z) -  ( l /3 t) y /(13 t  -  3 )/(9f -  3))
which is clearly true  for all f >  1. Hence it follows from  Theorem  3.4 and uniquness 
of C -m atrices, these designs are in fact yl-optim al in D(3t  +  2 ,3f2 +  31 +  1,3).
To show d is also ZToptim al it will be enough to  establish th a t
f ( zdi) <  ™ { / ( m , )  +  (v -  3) / ( m 2) +  / ( m 3), / ( m j )  +  (u -  2) / ( m 4)}
i=l
for f ( x )  = -  log(x), where f ( zdi) = ~log{{2t  +  7 /3 )(2 1 +  1)(2Z +  4 /3)(3t_1)), 
/ ( m 1) + ( u - 3 ) / ( m 2) + / ( m 3) =  - /o < 7 ( (2 t-H ) (2 t+ 4 /3 + ( l /3 f ) - ( l /3 t )v/ ^ ^ ) (3<" 1)(2 t+  
4 /3  + ( l /3 f )  -  ( l /3 t ) y / (13 t  -3 )(3 Z  -  l ) /3 ) ) ,  and f ( m * )  + ( v -  2 ) f ( m 4) = - log (2 t  +
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4/ 3)(3f+x). It is easy to  verify th a t J2i=i f ( zdi) ^  f ( m  1) +  i v ~  2 ) / ( m 4). To show 
f ( z f t )  <  / ( m i )  +  (v — 3) / ( m 2) +  / ( m 3) is equivalent to  proving the  following 
inequality:
(3t—l)log[--------------- v 1 ==.  } - lo g [ --------------------- . I    ] >  0
I  ( l / 3 t ) ( y / ( 1 3 t - 3 ) / ( 9 t - 3 ) - l )  L l ) / 3 + l - 3 < )
(22+4/3)  ( 2 2 + 4 / 3 + ( l / 3 2 ) + ( l / 3 2 ) \ / ( 1 3 2 - 3 ) ( 3 2 - l ) / 3 )
which on rew riting is
log{ 1 -  B )  -  (31 -  l ) log(l  -  A)  >  0. (3.7)
where A  =  W J5M g j p E 3)-i) an(J g  = u/_3,)(^13, - 3)(3, - 1)W i-3,) Qb
(22+4/3)  ( 2 2 + 4 /3 + ( l /3 2 )  +  ( l / 3 2 ) v q i 3 2 - 3 ) ( 3 2 - l ) / 3 )
serve th a t 0 <  A  <  1 and 0 <  B  <  1 for all t >  1. Thus for showing 3.7 it is 
sufficient th a t for some constant A * and  B*  satisfying A* < A  and B* > B  th a t
log( 1 -  B *) -  (31 -  l ) log(l  -  A *) >  0.
Let A*(t) = 2t(3t+2) where a =  ^ /l3 /9  — 1 is a constant and B*{t)  =  (31 — 1.5)A*. 
Define h(t) =  log{ 1 — B *) — (31 — l ) log ( l  — A*). Calculations for showing A* < A  
and B* > B ,  t > 5 are stra ight forward.
Now left to  show th a t h(t)  >  0 for all t  >  5. This fact will be established by 
showing
(i) lim ^oo h(t)  =  0,
(ii) h'(t) <  0 for all t >  5.
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Showing (z) is easy. For (ii) we have explicitly  calculated  the first derivative of the 
h(t)  whose num erator and  denom inator term s are respectively — a(t  — 1)[12(36 — 
54a)t4 +  (144 +  424a)t3 +  (3112 +  1002a +  54a2)f2 +  (232 +  786a -  lZa2)t +  (232 +  
692a — 89a2 +  9a2] — a(232 +  692a — 65a2 + 4 .5 a 2) and 2(6f2 +  4f)(6f2 +  4f — a)[36t4 +  
(48 — 18a)t3 +  (16 — 9 a )t2 +  (6 — 4a +  3a2)t — 1.5a2]. Clearly we can see th a t the 
num erato r is always negative and th e  denom inator is always positive for t > 5. 
Hence the  result.
F inally in this section we shall use Theorem  3.3 to  establish the  existence of 
^4-optimality of N B B D ( l ) s  in D ( v , b, k ) for which v — Zt +  2, 6 =  6 t 2 +  Qt +  2, and 
k =  3. C onstruction of N B B D ( 1 ) designs for these param eters is as follows: 
Consider the C S D  w ith v  =  3t +  2, b =  3f2 +  3t +  1, and k — 3 as given by M organ 
&: U ddin (1995). Add th e  block (002 1 2)' and replace the  blocks (001 001 002)' and 
(oo2 1 2)' by the  blocks ( 0 0 1  2 oo2)' and (ooj 1 002)'. T hen it is easy to  verify th a t 
these designs are N B B D ( l )s  and th a t the  C -m atrices of these designs are  unique. 
Let d  be one of these designs. T hen  the  C -m atrix  of d  has tr  C j =  6 t 2 +  6f +  4, 
tr  C j  + m in (  1/ 2; 4 / k 2) — I 2 t 3 +  20t2 +  64/3f +  12 and  nonzero eigenvalues 2f +  4 /3 , 
21 +  2, and 21 +  8 /3  w ith  m ultip licities of (31 — 2), 2, and 1 respectively. For A- 
optim ality , consider f ( x )  =  l / x  in Theorem  3.3, so th a t f ( zdi) — (27f3 +  
7212 +  451 — 2 )/(2 (31 +  2 )(t +  1)(31 +  4)). T he values m i, m *x, m 2, m 3, and n i4
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as described in Theorem  3.3 are m i =  m*i =  21 +  4 /3 , m 2 =  2t +  4 /3  +  (8 /91) —
m 3 =  2f +  4 /3  +  (8/9<) +  (2/9t)yJ(Zt -  l ) ( 2 l t  -  16) and 
m 4 =  2t +  4 /3  +  (2 /3 f). It is easy to  verify th a t  m i <  m 2, m \  <  m 4, and
] £  f ( z di) < m i n { f ( m 1) +  (v -  3) / ( m 2) +  / ( m 3), /(m * ) +  (u -  2) / ( m 4)}
2 —  1
where / ( m . )  +  (v -  3 ) f (m 2) +  / ( m 3) =  j j f e  +  i l t < / w / w , _ ( ^ ( a ,_ „ , /13,_1) +
2 H - 4 / 3 + ( S / £ > l ) + ( 2 / L ) ^ / ( 3 1 - l ) ( 2 1 1 - l S )  “ ** +  ( ”  _  2 ) / ( m < )  =  2 H + 7 5  +  2 1 + 4 / 1 1 ( 2 / 3 1 ) '
Hence, it follows from  Theorem  3.3 th a t  d  is an A -optim al design in D(v ,  6, k)
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C hapter 4 
G eneralized  G roup D iv is ib le  
D esigns: E x isten ce  and  
C on stru ction  resu lts
4 . 1  I n t r o d u c t i o n
In chapter 2 we defined th e  G G D D ( s )s with s groups and  discussed their E-  and 
A/V-optim ality. This chap ter is devoted to m ethods of construction  and existence 
of GG D D s  which are often E -  and M F -op tim al. T he param eters  v,  6, k , r, and 
A, where r and A are  in t(bk /v )  and in t(r(/; — l ) / ( u  — 1)) respectively, for any block
57
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design satisfy the following relations:
bk — vr  +  p and r ( k  — 1) =  \ { v  — 1) +  q (4-1)
for some 0 <  p, q < v — 1, where p is the  num ber of plots available for use in the 
p articu la r design setting  over and above the  bk — p th a t would be used to replicate 
each trea tm en t with equal frequency r. It is assum ed throughout th is chapter th a t 
<7 =  0, th a t  is, A =  r (k  — l ) / (v  — 1) is an integer. All the  constructions are chosen 
such th a t the  Cdii s are a t least equal to  c =  r (k  — 1 ) /k .  Section 4.2 discusses the 
construction of the  m ost useful classes of such G G D D ( l)s , or C S D s ,  for p =  1 ,2 ,3  
and k  =  3. Necessary conditions for the  existence of these designs are found to be 
sufficient. Several m ethods for constructing G G D D { 2)s are given in section 4.3. It 
is shown th a t  no GGDD(2)  satisfying the  above conditions for p =  1 or 2 and k  =  3 
exists. All of the  designs constructed in section 4.2 and 4.3 satisfy the  jS-optim ality 
conditions of Theorem  2.1, while only the  designs with p  =  3 for four and five 
trea tm en ts  and w ith p =  4 for five and six trea tm en ts  fail th e  additional condition 
of Theorem  2.3 for M V -optim ality . M oreover, depending on the  design param eters, 
o ther E-  an d /o r A /V -optim al designs can be found, by appending blocks to, or 
deleting blocks from, C S D s  and G G D D { 2)s, using the  m any different augm entation 
theorem s from  chapter 2. Finally in section 4.4 some o ther constructions of C S D s  
are given. A B I B D  or C S D  w ith param eters ( v , b , r , k ,  A) is usually refered to as
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B I B D ( v , k ,  A) or C S D ( v , k ,  A), respectively.
4 . 2  C o n s t r u c t i o n  a n d  e x i s t e n c e  o f  C S D s  w i t h  
BLOCKSIZE 3
T he subsections th a t follow cover the  constructions of C S D s  w ith k  =  3 for p  =  1, 
p =  2, and p — 3. T he m axim um  conceivable trace for a C S D  is and  the
necessary conditions for the  existence of a C S D  with this trace  from  (4.1) are
2|A(u — 1) and 6 |[Au(u — 1) +  2p], (4.2)
Conditions (4.2) implies th a t p  =  0{mod  3) whenever v ^  2 (mod  3). Thus to  cover 
all u, one m ust proceed a t least to  p — 3. All blocks are given as colum ns of 3.
4.2.1 S ettin gs w ith  p  =  1
For p =  1 the  necessary conditions (4.2) lead to  the two param eter series
(I) v  =  3i +  2 r — (3m +  l) (u  — 1) A =  6?n +  2 t > l  m > 0
(II) v =  6 t +  5 r  =  (6m  +  5 ) ^ y ^  A =  6m  +  5 t >  0 m  > 0.
T he general solutions for these series are found by adding m  copies of a B I B D ( v , 3 ,6) 
to  the  designs w ith  m  =  0. Since B I B D ( v , 3 , Q ) exists for all v > 3 (H anani, 1961; 
the  sam e reference is relevant for all B I B D s  m entioned in th is and th e  next sec­
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tion), one need only solve the  problem  for m  — 0. Series (I) w ith m  = 0 is solved in 
M organ and U ddin (1995), and so series (I) is com pletely solved.
A series (II) design for v — 5 and m  =  0 is displayed as exam ple 13.
E x a m p l e  13 A CSD(5,3,5).
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2  2 2 2 2 2 3  
1 2 2 2 3 3 4 3 3 4  3 3 4 3 3 4 4  
2 3 4 5 4 5 5 4 5 5 4 5 5 4 5 5 5
To construct a C S D (  11 ,3 ,5 ), s ta r t w ith th e  blocks of exam ple 13. To these,
append five copies of a B I B D ( 6 , 2,1 ) on the trea tm en t symbols { 6 ,7 ,8 ,9 ,1 0 ,1 1 } .
Finally, for i =  1, ( 1), 5, add tre a tm e n t symbol i to  every block in the  i ih copy of
the  B I B D ( 6 , 2 ,1).
For t > 2, C S D ( 6 t +  5 ,3 ,5 )  can be constructed  by using Bose’s (1939) m ethod of 
differences, em bedding C S D ( 5 , 3,5 ) in a larger design generated from  in itial blocks 
(mod  61). F irst, form the  design of exam ple 13 on the symbols ooi, oo2, . . . ,  oo5, 
which are invariant to the  group operation. To these, add the  151 blocks generated  
by the  initial blocks
OOi OO2 OO3 OO4 OO5
0 0 0 0 0
31 31 31 31 31
each taken through a |-cycle . A nother 30t (t  — 1) blocks are generated  from the
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2 i — 1
3t — i —i — 1 3t  i t 1 1
i =  l , ( l ) ,m < ( 2^ 1) i = i =  1, ( l ) , f  — 2 i =  l , ( l ) , f - l
The rem aining 60f blocks are generated from  the  ten  in itial blocks
OOl OOl 0 0 2  0 0 2  OO3 003 004 OO4 OO5 OO5
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0
1 2 1 2 t — 2  1 2i - l  21 2 t + l  2 t + 1  m t ( f )
Here, as elsewhere in th e  chapter, the  tedious rou tine  of checking th a t  the  differences
are correct is om itted .
These constructions for series I and II establish  the  following result.
4.2.2 S ettin gs w ith  p  =  2
For p = 2 th e  necessary conditions (4.2) lead to  th e  two param eter series
(III) v — 3t + 2 r =  (3m — l)(u  — 1) A =  6 m - 2  t >  1 m > l
(IV) v — 6 t  +  5 r  — (6m +  l)^ y ^ -  A =  6m +  1 t >  0 m  > 1.
The solutions are  sim ple. For series (III), use two copies of a C S D ( v ,  3 ,2) from 
section 4.2.1, w ith m  — 1 copies of a B I B D ( v , 3 , 6 ) .  T his construction replicates one 
trea tm en t (3m — l)(u  — 1) +  2 tim es, and the  o thers (3m — l)(u  — 1) tim es. Though
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THEOREM 4 .1  A maximal  trace C S D  for  k  =  3 and p = 1 exists i f  and only i f
A(w — 1) =  0 (mod 2) and Av(v  — 1) =  4 (mod 6).
it makes no difference for the  bo ttom  stra tu m  analysis, the  analysis w ith recovery 
of interblock inform ation is m ore efficient if the  trea tm en t replication num bers are 
m ade as equal as possible. From  the  m athem atic ian ’s, as opposed to the  s ta tis t­
ician’s, viewpoint, having trea tm en ts  replicated  as equally as possible is also m ore 
desirable, in th a t it m akes for a  m ore elegant com binatorial structure . To do this, 
th e  first and second copies of C S D ( v , 3 ,2) should have different trea tm en ts  w ith the 
excess replication of r +  1. However, the  s ta tistic ian  m ust also keep in m ind th a t for 
the  full analysis, these two C S D s  adm it different decom positions of the  trea tm en t 
space, so th a t trea tm en t s tru c tu re  could poten tia lly  d ic ta te  the choice.
For series (IV ), combine a  C S D ( v ,  3 ,2) and a C S D ( v ,  3 ,5), both from section
4.2.1, with to — 1 copies of a  B I B D ( v ,  3 ,6). The com m ents of the previous para­
graph concerning replication num bers, efficiency in the  full analysis, and the general 
balance trea tm ent decom position, apply here also. The two C S D s  used in the  con­
struction  can be chosen to have the  sam e, or two different, trea tm en ts  w ith excess 
replication. Having constructed  series III and IV, we can w rite the following theo­
rem .
THEOREM 4 .2  A maximal  trace C S D  fo r  k — 3 and p — 2 exists i f  and only i f  
A(u — 1) =  0 (mod 2) and Xv(v  — 1 ) =  2 (mod 6).
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4.2.3 S ettin gs w ith  p  =  3
For p =  3 the necessary conditions (4.2) allow the possibility of CSDs for any v >  3. 
Six distinct param eter series can be w ritten , depending on the  (m od  6) value of v:
(V) v = 61
r-H1eii A =  2m t > 1 m  >  1
(VI) v = 6f +  1 _ _m ( v - 1)2 A =  m t  >  1 m  > 2
(VII) v — Qt +  2 II CO 1 II t > 1 m  >  1
(V III) v — 6f +  3 _  m ( v - \ )  2 \  = m t > 1 m  >  2
(IX) v = 6t  +  4 1IIs- A =  2 m t > 0 m  >  1
(X) v =  6f +  5 _  3m(u—1) 2 I
I CO 3 t >  0 m  > 1
These designs can generally be bu ilt w ith any of several different p a tte rn s  for the  
replication num bers (see exam ple 14). Here they will all be constructed  with the 
replication num bers r *  as equal as possible. All of the  previously discussed issues 
regarding the  full analysis apply  here also. Each series will be constructed  with the 
smallest possible m.  Larger values of m  are obtained by adjoining the  appropriate  
B I B D .
EXAMPLE 1 4  Four C S D ( Q , 3 , 2 ) ’s, arranged in order of  increasing d ispersion  of the  
r di s.
1 2 3 1 1 1 1 2 2 4 4
1 2 3 2 2 3 3 3 3 5 5
4 5 6 6 6 5 5 4 4 6 6
1 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 3 3 3
1 1 2 2 2 5 4 4 4 4 5
3 4 3 5 6 6 5 6 5 6 6
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1 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 2 2 3
1 1 1 5 5 3 4 4 3 4 4  
2 3 4 6 6 5 5 5 6 6 6
1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 4
1 2 2 3 3 4 3 3 5 4 5  
1 4 5 5 6 6 4 6 6 5 6  
Series (V) for v — 6 is covered by exam ple 14, so assum e t > 2. T he designs will be
constructed  using the  integers (m od  61 — 3) w ith the  three invariants ooi, 0 0 2 , 0 0 3 .
There are three blocks
OOl OO 2 CO 3
001 OO2 OO3 (4 .3 )
0 0 2  OO3 OOl
and another 2(31 +  1)(21 — 1) blocks generated  by the  2 t +  1 initial blocks 
ooi 002 003 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 3t -  i -  1 t +  1 -  i 2f -  2 2f -  1
1 2t -  3 3f -  2 Zt + i - 1  t +  i 21 A t - 2
i — 1) (1)? t  — 2  * =  1 ,(1 ) ,f - 2
the  last of which is taken  through a  |-cyc le . To these blocks, add (m —1) B I B D ( y , 3 ,2) ’s.
For series (V I), s ta r t w ith two copies of a  BIBD (u, 3 ,1). D elete both  occurrences
of any one block, say (1 2 3)', and replace those two blocks by the  th ree  blocks
1 2 3
1 2  3 .  T he resu lt is C S D ( v ,  3 ,2 ), to  which m  — 2 copies of a  B I B D ( v ,  3 ,1)
2 3 1
m ay be appended. T he sam e technique solves series (V III), since B I B D ( v , 3 , l )  
also exists for v — 6 t +  3.
Series (VII) for m  =  1 is constructed  w ith th ree  C S D ( v ,  3 ,2 )’s from  section
4.2.1, each having a different trea tm en t replicated  nonbinarily. To this basic design,
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(m  — 1) copies of a  B I B D ( v ,  3 ,6) can be added.
The construction for series (IX) is sim ilar to  th a t of series (V). T hree invariants 
are used w ith  the  integers (mod  Qt +  1). For m  =  1, begin w ith the three blocks
(4.3), and to  these add the  blocks generated by the  2{t +  1) initial blocks
ooi oo2 003 0 0
0 0 0 3t +  1 -  i t  + l -  i
1 2t — 1 31 3t +  1 +  i t  +  i
* =  l , ( l ) , f  i =  l , ( l ) , * - l
Series (X) is also constructed  using th ree  invariants, and  now the  in itial blocks 
are (mod  61 +  2). T he blocks involving th e  invariants are (4.3) and, if t  is even, the 
six in itial blocks
001 oo2 oo3 OO! oo2 003
0 0 0 0 0 0
3t +  1 3t + 1 3t +  1 21 31 51 2
or if t is odd, the  six in itia l blocks
0 0 1 oo2 oo3 O O i oo2 oo3
0 0 0 0 0 0
3t +  1 3t + 1 31 +  1 21 31
In either case, the  first th ree  of the  initial blocks are developed through a |-cycle. 
T he rem aining 3t — 1 in itia l blocks are
0 0 0 0 
t T  1 — 1 3i +  1 — i t — l - ) - f  2t +  t
t + i 3t +  1 +  i 21 — i 31 — i
i =  l , ( l ) , t  i =  1 ,(1),*  i =  l , ( l ) ,m f ( § )  i =  l ,( l ) ,m * (* = i)
T he following theorem  is im m ediate.
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THEOREM 4 .3  A maximal  trace C S D  fo r  k =  3 and p  =  3 exists i f  and only i f  
X(v — 1) =  0 (mod 2) and \ v { v  — 1) =  0 (mod 6).
4.3 C o n s t r u c t i o n  o f  GGDD(2)s
In this section the  nonexistence of G G D D ( 2 f s  satisfying the conditions laid  out in 
section 4.1 for p =  1 or 2 and k = 3 is shown. Constructions of certain  GGZ?Z)(2)’s 
for k  =  3 w ith p — 3, 4 are also given w ith all Cdu values of each constructed  design 
being at least r (k  — 1 ) / k  — c.
It is easy to  see from (4.1) th a t prelim inary  necessary conditions for the  existence 
of G G D D {2 )’s are as given in (4.2). We rem ind the reader th a t we are considering 
only settings w ith 9 =  0, and  seek only designs w ith min^Cdu]  > c. T he restric tion  
on min^Cdu}  is required by the  op tim ality  results of chapter 2. Indeed, w ith in  the 
range of param eters allowed by (4.2), we will typically seek only G G DD (2)s  th a t 
m eet one of the  sets of op tim ality  conditions derived earlier. These designs can 
also be built w ith  several different pa tte rn s for the  replication num bers, sim ilar to  
subsection 4.2.3. Here all designs will be constructed w ith the replication num bers 
rdi as equal as possible. All of the  previously discussed issues in section 4.2 regarding 
the  full analysis apply in th is  section also, since these different G G D D ( 2)s adm it 
different decom positions of th e  trea tm en t space.
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4.3.1 S ettings w ith  p  =  1
In this case the necessary conditions (4.2) lead to the  same series of param eters as in 
subsection (4.2.1). Thus to construct G G D D ( 2)s for these series we need to divide 
the trea tm en ts into two groups. Since p =  1, v — 1 trea tm en ts  m ust be replicated 
r  tim es each and occur in the  sam e group. Therefore only one trea tm en t, v (say), 
can occur in the o ther group, and it m ust occur binarily in all blocks, for otherwise 
C d w  <  C. Now it is easy to  verify by counting concurrences th a t no binary G G D D { 2) 
is possible with k = 3, p =  1, <? =  0, and so no G G D D ( 2) m eeting our conditions 
exists for this case.
4.3.2 S ettings w ith  p  =  2
For p =  2 the  necessary conditions (4.2) also lead to the  same series of param eters as 
in subsection (4.2.2). Thus to  construct G G D D ( 2)s for these series again we need 
to  divide the trea tm en ts  into two groups. Since p — 2, at least v  — 2 trea tm en ts  
m ust be replicated r  tim es each and occur in the  sam e group. Therefore a t m ost two 
trea tm en ts can occur in the  o ther group. If exactly two trea tm en ts  occur in th a t 
group, each trea tm en t m ust occur binarily  in blocks, for otherwise some cm  <  c. 
Now it is easy to verify by counting th a t  no binary GGDD(2)  exists in th is case. 
W hen only one trea tm en t v (say) occurs in the o ther group, it m ust occur r +  2
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tim es, and its c^vv > c implies th a t exactly  two of its r  +  2 replicates m ust occur 
in the sam e block, for otherwise either Cdvv < c, or the  design is binary  in which 
case a GGDD(2) w ith  k =  3, p =  2, q = 0 is known not to  exist. On again using 
elem entary counting of concurrences, no G G D D (2) exists for the  nonbinary case. 
Hence the result.
4.3.3 S ettin gs w ith  p  — 3
For p =  3 the  necessary condition (4.2) allows the  following six possibilities of 
GGDD(2ys  for v  >  4. These six param eter series are the  sam e as m entioned in
(4.2.3), b u t in a different form at:
(I) v =  3f r  =  m ( v  — 1) A - 2m t > 2 m  >  1
(II) v  =  3f +  1 r — m ( v  — 1) A =  2m t >  1 m >  1
(III) v  =  3f +  2 r =  3 m (v  — 1) A =  6m t > 1 m  >  1
(IV) v =  6f T  1 r =  (2m +  l ) ! 1̂ A = 2m +  1 t >  1 m  >  1
(V) v — 6t  +  3 r  — (2 m  +  1)^—=—I- A = 2m +  1 t > 1 m  >  1
(VI) v =  6 t +  5 r  =  (12m +  3 ) 1 ^ 1 A = 12m +  3 t >  1 m  >  1
We shall display th e  constructions of G G D D ( 2)s, for certain  sets of 7  values, for 
each of these series of param eters. All of the  designs will satisfy th e  E-  and M V -  
op tim ality  (except for v  — 4 or 5 and p =  3) conditions of theorem s (2.1) and (2.3). 
C onstruction (I): For th is series of param eters take 711 =  2(m  — 1) +  4 and 712 =  
722 =  2(m  —1) +  2. To construct these designs it is sufficient to  construct G G D D ( 2)s 
w ith 711 =  4 and 712 =  722 =  2 for m  = 1, since then  the  general series of designs
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can be obtained ju s t by adding (m  — 1) copies of B I B D ( 3 t ,  3,2).
The construction of G G D D ( 2 )  w ith  param eters
v — 3f, b — 3t2 — t  +  1, r  =  3t  — 1, 7n  =  4, and 712 =  722 =  2 (4.4)
can be accom plished via a  sym m etric idem potent Latin  square of order v. F irst we 
shall define a  quasigroup (see S treet & S treet, 1987).
DEFINITION 4 .1  A set  Q  which is closed under  an operat ion  *  and has left and right  
cancellation laws as follows:
aa i  — aa 2  implies that a \  — a^
and
a^a — a 2 a implies that  a\  — 0 2 ,
is a quasigroup under-k,  denoted by (Q ,* ) .
As we know a  L atin  square L n of order n in which la =  i, i — 1, ( l ) ,n  is said to 
be idempotent.  It is also a  well known fact th a t a  L atin  square  which is idem potent 
and sym m etric  m ust be of odd order. A m ore detailed  account on the  various kinds 
of L atin  squares and th e ir  properties can be found in S treet & S treet (1987, pages 
109-125).
Now divide th e  series (4.4) into two cases as t  is odd or even.
Case 4.4.(a): v — 6s +  3, b =  12s2 +  10s +  3, r  =  6s +  2, 711 =  4, 712 =  2 =  722. Let
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L  be the  sym m etric  idem potent Latin  square of order (2s +  1) given by L — {Uj)  
where Uj =  (s +  l)(z  +  j )  (m od 2s +  1), 1 <  Uj <  2s + 1 .  Notice here th a t  2(s +  1) =  
1 (m od 2), so th a t  s +  1 =  2-1 in the  ring Z 2s+1- In o ther words, we are effectively 
finding Uj by averaging i and j  in Z 2s+i ■ Thus L  defines a  sym m etric, idem potent 
quasigroup (Q ,* ) where Q =  {1,2, ...,2 s  +  l} . For each £, 1 <  x < 2s +  l ,  take three 
symbols a;,, i = 1 ,2 ,3 . For s >  1, consider these blocks of a B I B D ( 6 s +  3 ,3 ,2 ) 
design (Stinson & W allis, 1983a):
X1 .Tj
x 2 x 2
x 3 (x + 1)3
for 1 <  x  <  2s +  1, and
Xi X\ x 2 x 2 x 3 x 3
Vl 2/1 V2 2/2 2/3 2/3
( x * y ) 2 i ( x * y )  + l ) 2 { x * y ) 3 ( x * y )  1 (x * 2 /)i ( ( ® * 2 / ) - 1)3
for 1 < . t < ? / < 2 s +  1 .
All addition and subtraction is taken modulo 2s + 1. To get the required series, 
for some fixed 2 € {1,2, . . . , s+ 1}, add one more block (z 2 z3 (z + 1)3)' and replace 
(zi z 2 z3y  and (21 z 2 (2 + 1)3)' by (z x z2 z 2)' and (z1 z 3 (z + 1)3)'. It is easy to verify 
that modified design with Vi = {23, (2 + 1)3} and V i^all other treatments except 
23 and (2 + 1)3} is the required design.
EXAMPLE 15 Take s  =  1 so that  t =  3 and v  =  9. T h e  id em p o ten t  Latin  square
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m atrix  is
1 3 2 
3 2 1
2 1 3
The resulting B I B D ( 9 ,3 ,2 )  is
l l i i l i 2i l i l i l i 2i 2i 12 I2 22
12 2i 3i 3i 12 2i 3i 3i 22 22 32 32
13 32 22 I 2 23 I3 33 23 23 33 23 I3
2i 12 12 22 3i I3 I3 23 3i I 3 I3 23
22 22 32 32 32 23 33 33 32 23 33 33
C
O 3i 2i l i 33 3i 2i l i I3 22 I2 32
Now add (12 I3 23)' and replace (1! 12 I 3)' and ( l x 12 23)' by ( l i  12 12)' and ( l x 13 23)'. 
Also if we assign l x —y 1, 12 —>• 2, 13 —> 3, 2X —> 4, 22 —> 5, 23 —y 6, 3X —*• 7, 32 —y 8,
33 —y 9, we have the  required  design:
2 1 1 4 4 7 7 1 1 2 2 3 3 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 6 6  
3 2 3 5 5 8 8 4 4 5 5 6 6 7 7 8 8 9 9 7 7 8 8 9 9  
6 2 6 6 9 9 3 8 3 9 7 7 5 5 9 6 4 4 2 2 6  3 1 1 8
Case 4 .4 . (b): v  =  6s, b =  2s(6s — 1) +  1, r = 6s — 1, q n  =  4 , 7 12 =  2 =  q22. For 
s > 3 we s ta rt from an idem poten t Latin  square of order s. For each x, 1 <  x < s, 
we take six symbols X{, 0 <  i <  5 and  construct a  simple B I B D ( 6 ,3 ,2 ) design based 
on the  set Xo,xx, x 2, x3, x4, x 5; th is gives altogether 10s blocks. Also 12s(s — 1) blocks
are defined in term s of th e  L atin  square. The blocks are listed as follows:
XX X2 X\  X2 Xj X4 X\  x3 x x x3
Xz x 3 X4 XA X4 x5 x4 x 2 x 5
x 3 x 5 x A x 5 x5 x0 Xo a;o £0
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w h ere  1 <  x  <  s ,  an d
Xi Xi Xi Xi
Vi Vi Vi+1 X i + 1
{ x  *  y ) i +2 ( x  *  y ) i+3 { x * y ) i +2 ( x  *  y ) i +3
X i + l &i-f  1 3^-fl
Vi Vi Vi+ 1 Vi +i
( x  *  y ) i +2 { x * y ) i +3 (*  *  y ) i +2 ( x  *  y ) i + 3
where 1 <  x < y < s, i =  0, 2 ,4 , and also subscripts are reduced to  modulo 6. 
The above construction follows from  Stinson h  Wallis (19836). Now for some fixed 
2 G {1, 2,..., s}, add the block (22 23 24)', and replace (21 z 2 23)' and (21 23 24)' by 
(21 23 23)/ and (21 22 24)'. It is easy to  see th a t this gives the  required design with 
hi =  {^2, 24} and V2= {all o th er trea tm en ts  except z 2 and 24} for s > 3. For s =  1 
and s =  2 the designs are as follows:
2 3 4 5 6 1 2 1 1 1 2
3 4 5 6 2 2 3 4 5 6 3  
4 5 6 2 3 4 1 6 5 3 5
with param eters v =  6,6 =  11, r  =  5, k =  3,p =  3,711 =  4 , 742 =  722 =  2 and
2 3 4 5 6 7  8 9 10 11 12 2 3  4 5 6 7 8  9 10 11 12 2
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 2 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 2 3 5
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 2 3 4 9 10 11 12 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 6
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2
6 7 8 9 10 11 12 2 3 4 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 3
7 8 9  10 11 12 2 3 4 5 7 2 9  10 11 12 8 3 4  5 6 8
with param eters v = 12, 6 =  45, r — 11, k =  3, p =  3, 741 - 4, 712 =  722 =  2.
This completes the  construction of designs of series 4.4, and thus the construction
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of G G D D ( 2)s for pa ram ete r series (I) w ith  711 =  2(m — 1) +  4, and 712 =  722 =  
2(m -  1) +  2.
C onstruction (II): T he  general construction  of G G D D ( 2)s w ith  711 =  2(m — 1) +  
4, 712 =  722 =  2(m  —1)+ 2  for param eter series (II) can be ob tained  by adding (m —1) 
copies of B I B D ( 3 t  +  l ,  3 ,2 ) to  the  G G D D ( 2) for m  — 1 w ith 711 =  4, 712 =  722 =  2. 
Before we shall show th e  construction  of G G D D ( 2)s of p a ram ete r series
u =  3t  T  1, b =  3f2 +  t +  1, r  =  3t, 711 =  4, 712 - 722 =  2, (4.5)
we need th e  fact from  S treet & S treet (1987) th a t a skew idem po ten t Latin  square 
( th a t is, an  idem poten t Latin  square L  = [Uj] such th a t Uj ^  Iji unless i = j )  exists 
for all orders except 2 and 3.
For t >  4 take a skew idem poten t Latin  square of order t. Consider the  symbols 
27, 27, X3 , 1 <  x  <  t together w ith  one additional sym bol 00. A B I B D ( 3 t +  1 ,3 ,2 ) 
design on these v = 3t  +  1 trea tm en ts  is given by
27 27 00 27 00 2:3 00
x 2 yi  a-’i V2 x 2 y3 x 3
x 3 (2: * y ) 2 x 2 ( x * y ) 3 x 3 ( x * y ) i
where I < x < t, 1 < y < t  and x  ^  y (see Stinson & W allis, 1983a). For 
some z and w  £  {1 ,2 , add  the  block (27 (z *  w ) 2 (iu *  2 )2 )', and replace
(21 U7 (z-k w)2)' and  (07 zi (w * z )2)' by (u7 {z-k w ) 2 [w-k z ) 2)' and (z 1 z \  07 )'. 
Then we have a design of series (4.5) w ith V\ =  {(z -k w )2, (w *  z ) 2} and V2= {all
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trea tm en ts  except (z  * w )2 and (u; *  2 )2 } for t >  4. For t =  2 and t =  3, the  
designs w ith param eters  u =  7, b — 15, r  =  6,p  =  3 ,711 =  4,712 =  722 =  2 and 
v — 10,6 =  3 1 ,r  — 9 ,^  =  3 ,p  =  3,711 =  4 ,712 =  722 =  2 are given as follows:
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 7 7 7 7 3
3 3 4 2 2 2 2 3 3 4 4 7 4 5 5
5 4 6 7 7 5 6 4 6 5 5 3 6 6 6
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2  2 2 2 2 2
3 3 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 3 4 5 5 6 7
4 4 2 5 6 7 8 9 10 10 6 10 8 9 7 9
2 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 5 5 6 6
8 4 4 5 7 8 9 5 5 6 7 6 7 7 8
10 7 S 6 10 9 10 9 10 9 8 10 8 10 9
This com pletes th e  construction of param eter series (II) for the  given set of 7 values. 
C onstruction (III): We shall divide th is series in to  two p arts  according as t is odd 
or even.
Case III.(a): W hen t is even, the  G G D D ( 2) param eters are
v — 6s T  2, r  — 3m (6s +  1), 711 =  6m  +  8, 712 =  722 =  6m  +  6. (4.6)
T he general solutions for th is series is found by adding (m  — 1) copies of B I B D ( 6 s + 
2 , 3 , 6) to  the  design w ith  m  =  1.
For the  construction  of a design w ith  param eters v — 6 s+ 2 , r  =  1 8s+ 3 , 711 =  8 , 
and  712 =  722 =  6 , let L  — (Uj) be an idem poten t Latin  square of order 2s and
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consider the symbols x \  X2 x 3, 1 <  x < 2 s together w ith two additional symbol 001
and 002. S tart w ith th ree  sets of blocks. F irst are the  6s(2s — 1) blocks
Xi x 2 x 3
Vi 2/2 2/3
{ x * y ) 2 (x * y ) 3 (x *  y)i
where 1 <  x  <  2s, 1 <  y < 2s, x  ^  y, and each block is taken  th ree  tim es. Second 
are the 6(2s — 1) blocks
OOi OO2 OOj OO2 OOj OO2
Xi Xi x 2 x 2 X3 x 3
X2 X2 X3 X3 Xi Xi
where 2 <  x <  2s, a n d  again each block is taken th ree  tim es. T h ird  are the  10 
blocks
OOj OOl OOj OO1 OO1 OOl oo2 002 OO2 i l
002 002 002 l l  12 13 12 12 13 12
l l  12 13 12 13 l l  12 13 l l  13
This is a B I B D ( 3,6; v)  from  Stinson & Wallis (1983a) and  covers all the  cases w ith
v =  2(mod  6) except for v =  8. To have a designs of case (4.6) add one more block
( l i  I 2 ooi)' and replace th e  two blocks ( l i  001 002)' and (12 001 002)' by ( l i  I 2 002)'
and (ooi 001 003)'. It is easy to verify th a t these designs are the required designs
w ith V\ =  { l i ,  I 2} and V2= {all o ther trea tm en ts  except l i  and I 2} for all t > 2 .  For
t = 2, the design is
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 6
3 4 5 6 7 8 4 5 6 7 8 5 6 7 8 6 7 8 7
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1 1 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3  
6 7  3 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 6 6 7 4 4  
8 8 4 5 6 7 8 5 6 7 8 6 7 8 7 8 8 5 6
3 3  3 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 6 1  
4 4 5 5 5 6 6 7 5 5 5 6 6 7 6 6 7 7 2  
7 8 6 7 8 7 8 8 6 7 8 7 8 8 7 8 8 8 3  
w ith param eters v  =  8, r  =  21, b =  56, 7n  =  8, 712 =  722 =  6.
Case III.(b): W hen t  is odd we shall show the constructions of G G D D (2 Y s  w ith
v — 6s +  5, r  =  3m (6s +  4), b — m ( 6 s +  4)(6s +  5) +  1, 711 =  3m +  5, 712 =
722 =  3m +  3, s >  2, m >  1, by adding (m  — 1) copies of B I B D ( 6 s +  5 ,3 ,6 )  to the
corresponding design w ith m  =  1.
For the  constructions of designs of the  param eter series v =  6s +  5, b =  18t2 +  
27s +  11, r =  9s +  6, 7n  =  5, 712 =  722 =  3 consider the  B I B D ( 6 s +  5 ,3 ,3 ) 
(Stinson & Wallis, 1983a), which is given by the initial blocks (y, x  +  y, 2 x  +  y)', 
where 0 <  x < v /2 ,  0 <  y < v  and all th e  additions are reduced m odulo v. Add 
(2 3 5)' and replace (1 2 3)' and (1 3 5)' by (1 3 3)' and (1 2 5)'. We have the 
required series of designs w ith Vi =  {2,5} and V2= {all o ther trea tm en ts  except 2 
and 5}, com pleting the construction  of param eter series (III).
Constructions of param eter series (IV ), (V), and (VI) are obtained by using the 
constructions of param eter series (II) for even values of i, of param eter series (I) 
for odd values of t, and of pa ram ete r series (III) for odd values of i, and adding a 
copy of B I B D { 6t +  1, 3, 1), of B I B D { Q t  +  3, 3, 1), and of B I B D { 6t +  5, 3, 3),
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respectively.
4 .3 .4  S ettin gs w ith  p  =  4
T he neccessary conditions from  (4.2) for the  existence of G D D D (2 ) s  for k — 3 and 
p — 4 lead to  the  following three param eter series
(V II) v =  3f +  2 r  =  (3m  +  l) (u  — 1) A =  6m +  2 t >  2 m > 0
(V III) v =  6/ +  5 r  =  (12m +  5 ) ^ y ^  A =  12m +  5 t > l  m > 2
(IX) u =  6f +  5 r  =  (12m +  l l ) ^  A =  12m +  11 f > l  m >  1.
For each of these param eter series we will construct th e  G G D D ( 2) w ith certain sets 
of 7  values. All of the  designs constructed  in th is subsection satisfy the  jF-optim ality 
conditions of Theorem  2.1, while only the  designs w ith  p — 4 for five and six tre a t­
m ents fails the  additional condition of Theorem  2.3 for M V  optim ality . 
C onstruction (VII): For this series, it is sufficient to  show th e  construction of 
G G D D ( 2) w ith param eters v =  3t +  2, r  =  3t +  1, 711 =  3, 712 =  722 =  2, t > 2. 
T he design of the  desired series can then  be derived by adding (m  — 1) copies of a 
B I B D ( Z t  +  2, 3, 6) to  this design. This construction  follows from  the  construc­
tion  given by M organ Sz Uddin (1995) for C S D s  w ith  param eters  v =  3t +  2, b =  
3 i2 +  3f -f 1, r  =  3f +  1, k =  3, A =  2 by adding one m ore block of size 3 of any 
th ree  d istinct trea tm ents.
C onstruction (V III): C onstruction of G GDD(2ys  w ith  711 =  12m +  7, 712 =  722 =
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12m +  5 for this series follows by adding (4m +  1) copies of a B I B D ( 6 t + 1 ,3 ,3) to  a  
design of GG DD (2)  w ith  param eters  v  =  6t +  5, r  =  6t +  4, b =  12f2 + 18*+  8 ,7 1 1  =  
4, 7i2 =  2 =  7 2 2 , * >  1.
The solution of pa ram ete r series v  =  6* +  5, b — 12*2 +  ISf +  8, r — 6* +  4, 7n  =  
4, 712 =  722 =  2 are found by considering the  construction of C S D ( 6 t +  5 ,3 ,2)s 
given by M organ & U ddin (1995). T here are 6(* + 1) initial blocks m od (2 * + l), 
given by
li  2i ... *i 12 22 ... t 2
2t i  (21 — l ) i  ... (t  +  l ) i  212 (21 — 1)2 ... (t  +  1)2
O2 02 ••• 02 O3 O3 ... O3
I3 23 ... 3̂
2f3 (2* — 1)3 ( *+1) 3
Ox Oi ... Ox
and the 7 blocks
OOl OOl OOl 002 OO2 002 OOl
01 Oi 02 Oi Oi 02 ooi
02 O3 O3 O2 O3 O3 oo2.
To obtain the  required design, add one m ore block (Oi 02 03)' and replace (001 Oi 02)' 
and (ooi Oi 03)' by (001 Oi Oi)' and (001 02 03)'. It is easy to  verify th a t the  above 
design is G G D D ( 2 ) w ith V i= {02, O3} and T^={all o ther trea tm en ts  except 02 and
03}-
C onstruction (IX): C onstruction  of th is series follows by adding 2 m ore copies of a 
B I B D ( Q t  +  5 ,3 ,3 )  to  a  design of param eter series (V III).
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4 . 4  S o m e  o t h e r  c o n s t r u c t i o n  o f  C S D s
In th is section we derive constructions of C S D s  in the  following two param eter series
(I) v = 8 t  +  7 r = 8 t + 6 k = 2t +  2 A =  2t +  1 p = 2t t  >  0,
(II) u =  2i +  1 r = 4t — 1 k = t +  1 A = t p = t — 1 t  >  1.
Before doing so we need the  following two theorem s due to S pro tt (1954).
THEOREM 4 . 4  Suppose V — 2m(2A +  1) +  1 is a prime or prime power and x  is a 
primitive element o f  GF{v) .  Then the design with parameters v =  2m(2A +  1) +
1 ,6  =  m u, r  =  m(2A +  1), k = 2A +  1, and  A can be constructed via the initial
blocks (x 1 x t+2m ... x 1+4m̂ )', i — 0,1 , . ..,m  — 1.
THEOREM 4 .5  Suppose v — 2m(2A — 1) +  1 is a prime or prime power and x  is a 
primitive element o f  G F (v ) .  Then the design with parameters v =  2m(2A — 1) +  
1, 6 =  m v , r  = 2mA, k — 2A, and A can be constructed via the initial blocks 
(0 x l x t+2m ... x lJrAm(x~1))', i =  0, l , . . . , m — 1.
These two constructions for B I B D s  can be modified to  yield the  construction 
for a subset of designs of series (I), as follows:
THEOREM 4 .6  Suppose v =  8 t +  5 is a prime or prime power, where t > 0. Then 
there exists a C S D  with parameters v =  8 t  +  7, 6 =  321 +  21, r =  8 t -f 6 , k — 
2t +  2, A =  2t  +  1, and p — 21.
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PROOF Let x  denote a  prim itive elem ent of G F (8f +  5), and let the  v trea tm en ts  be 
the  elem ents of m od(8f +  5) and ooi, oo2. Using Theorem  4.4 for m  =  2 and A =  t, 
and Theorem  4.5 for m  =  2 and A =  2 +  1, we have the construction of B I B D s  w ith 
param eters
v = 8t +  5, b =  16t +  10, r =  i t  +  2, k = 2t + l,  A = t  (4.7)
and
v = St +  5, b =  16 +  10, r  = i t  +  4, k = 2t +  2, A =  t +  1 (4.8)
respectively. For the C S D ,  first take the  in itia l blocks (0 1 x4 ... x 8s)' and (0 x x 5 ... a:8s+1)/ 
of B I B D ( 8 t + 5 ,2 t + 2 , t  +  l)  from (4.8). N ext take  the  in itial blocks (ooi 1 x 4 ... x 8s)’ 
and (oo2 x  x 5 ... x8s+1) ' found by adding ooi and oo2 to the  initial blocks (1 x 4 ... x 8s)' 
and (x x 5 ... a:8s+1)' of B (8 t  +  5, 21 + 1, t) given in (4.7). T he developm ent of these 
blocks along w ith the  single block containing (ooi ooj ... ooi oo2)' com pletes the 
construction. □
Observe th a t the t — 0 design is the  triv ia l B I B D  w ith param eters v — 7, k — 2 
and A =  1. So consider th e  case t =  1. I t  is easy to  verify th a t th e  in itial blocks 
(ooi 1 x 4 x 8)', (oo2 x x 5 x 9) ' , (0 1 x 4 .t8)', (0 x x 5 x 9)' (mod  13), and a single block 
containing (ooi ooi c©i oo2)', where a: is a  p rim itive elem ent of G F(13), provide a 
C S D (  15 ,4 ,3).
The next theorem  gives some designs in param eter series (II).
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THEOREM 4 .7  Let 2t — 1 be an prim e or prime power, t >  1. Then there exist 
C S D s  with parameters v  =  2t +  1, b = 4t — 1, r  = 2t, k — t +  1, A =  t, p =  t — 1, 
t  >  1.
PROOF Let x  d en o te  a p r im itiv e  e lem en t o f G F (2 f — 1) and th e  v trea tm en ts  are
all th e  e lem en ts o f  G F (2 f — 1 ) and o o i , oo 2. N ow  d iv id e  th e  g iven  series in to  two
cases according as t is o d d  or even .
C ase (a ). W hen t is o d d , th e  co n stru ctio n  o f a C S D  w ith  param eter v — 4 s  +  3, b =
8s +  3, r = 4 s  +  2, k  =  2 s  +  2, A =  2 s  + 1 , and p — 2 s  can be obtained by developing 
the  in itial blocks (ooi 0 x 1 x 3 ... x4s-1)' and (002 1 x 2 x4 ... x4s)', and taking a single
block containing (oox coi ... oox 002)'.
C ase (b ). For t  even , d ev e lo p  th e  in itia l b locks (o o x 0 x 1 x 3 ... x 4 s-1 )' and ( 0 0 2  x 1 x 3 ... x 4s_1)', 
and take a  single b lock  co n ta in in g  (o o x o o x ... 0 0 x o o 2), to  ob ta in  C S D (4 s  +  1 , 2 s +
1 , 2 s ) .  □
EXAMPLE 16 For t =  3, in it ia l b locks (o o x 0 2 3)' and  (o o 2 1 4 0)' (mod  5 ), and a 
sin g le  b locks (o o x o o x oox 002)' provides a C S D ( 7 ,4 ,3 ) .
EXAMPLE 17  For t  =  5, con stru ctio n  o f C S D ( l l ,  6 ,4 )  is g iven  by one block  
(o o i o o i ooj oo i o o i o o 2)' and  b lock s ob ta in ed  b y  d eve lop in g  the in itia l b locks 
(o o i 0 x 1 x 3 x 5 x ' ) '  and (o o 2 1 x 2 x 4 x 6 0)' over G F ( 3 2).
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EXAMPLE 1 8  C onstruction  of C S D ( 5 , 3 , 2 )  for t =  2 is given by the initial blocks 
(ooi 0 2)' and (oo2 0 2)' (m od  3) ,  and a  single block (ooi ooi oo2)'.
It can easily be seen th a t  all designs constructed  in th is section are E -optim al 
(Theorem  2 .1 ) .  Designs obtained from  Theorem  4 .6  for t — 1, 2, 3, and from 
Theorem  4 .6  for t =  1, 2, 3, 4, are the  only designs satisfying Theorem  2 .3  for 
M F -op tim ality . All o ther designs fail th e  condition (i) of T heorem  2.3  for M V -  
optim ality.
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C hapter 5
B alanced  in com p lete  block  
designs w ith  n ested  row s and  
colum ns
5 . 1  I n t r o d u c t i o n
In the earlier chapters we have shown some very im portan t results re la ted  to optim al­
ity  and construction of incom plete block designs for controlling one directional het­
erogeneity in the  experim ental m aterial. In m any experim ents, however, there  may 
be m ore sources of variation th an  can be elim inated by ordinary  block designs. Such 
sources of variation m ay m ake a significant contribution to the  variability  among
83
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the experim ental units. In the  present chapter, we introduce the block designs with 
nested rows and columns BIBRCs, which are useful for controlling hetrogeneity in 
two directions. We study a  general balance property, and solve the construction of 
2 x 2  (BIBRC)s.
Consider experim ental designs com posed of incom plete blocks with nested rows 
and columns, such th a t w ithin each block the row x colum n classification is ortho­
gonal. These designs were in troduced and discussed by Srivastava (1978) and Singh 
& Dey (1979) for elim inating heterogeneity  in two directions w ithin each block. Let 
there  be v  treatm ents and b blocks each containing k  trea tm en ts  in p rows and q 
colum ns, k =  pq <  v. Then a balanced incomplete block design with nested rows and 
columns is defined to be a design for which
(i) each trea tm en t appears r tim es,
(ii) each trea tm en t appears in each block at m ost once, and
(iii) each pair of trea tm en ts ( a i , a 2) satisfies the  relationship
( P  1 ) ^ r ( c * i  , 0 2 ) ”b  (l7  ^ ■ ) ' ^ c ( Q i , O f 2 )  -^e(ce 1 ,C(2) —
Here Ar(aij(l2), Ac(QltC>2) and Ae(aija2) denote the  num ber of blocks in which c*i and 
«2 occur in the same row, the  sam e colum n, and elsewhere respectively, and A 
is a  constant independent of the  pair of trea tm en ts  chosen. It follows th a t A =
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r(p — 1)((7 — l ) / ( v  — 1). These designs will be denoted by BIBR C(u, b,r ,p , q,A).
Let A , Z \ , Z2, and Z 3 be respectively the  p lo t-treatm ent, plot-block, plot-row
and plot-colum n incidence m atrices. O ur m odel for the  bpq x 1 vector of yields Y  is
Y  — A t  +  Zi/3 +  Z 2P +  Z37 -f e (5.2)
where t ( v  x 1), /3(6 x 1), p(bp x 1), and 7(69 x 1) are the  vectors of trea tm en t, block, 
row and colum n effects, E(e) =  0 and V ar(e) =  cAl. T he blocking effects f3, p, and 
7 are assum ed in th is section, and t  is taken  as such throughout the  paper, to be 
fixed vectors of unknow n param eters.
Now w rite JV,- = A TZp, N \ ,  iV2, and N 3 are the treatm ent-b lock , treatm ent-row , 
and treatm ent-co lum n incidence m atrices. T he usual fixed effects (or within-rows- 
and-columns) analysis for r  leads to  the  reduced norm al equations C r  =  Q w ith
C  = A t A  -  - N 2N 2 -  - N 3N f  +  — N i N [ .  (5.3)
q P pq
The conditions (i)-(iii) above m ake the  inform ation m atrix  C  of (5.3) com pletely 
sym m etric, m eaning th a t  BIBRCs are variance balanced for the  bo ttom  stra tu m  
analysis. C onstructions for BIBRCs are given by Street (1981), Agrawal and P rasad  
(1982, 1983), Jim bo and  Kuriki (1983), Cheng (1986), Sreenath (1989), Uddin and 
Morgan (1990, 1991), and Uddin (1992). It is clear th a t v r  — bpq and A(u — 1) =  
r (p —1)(<7 — 1) are neccessary conditions for the  existence of BIBRCs. In section 5.2, 
we find th a t the  neccessary conditions for a BIBRC w ith p = q =  2 are also sufficient.
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Cheng (1986) discusses general balance of B IBR Cs, and shows th a t if N 2 and N 3 
are each incidence m atrices of BIBDs, then  the  BIBRC is generally balanced. Section 
5.3 establishes th e  general balance of BIB R C s w ith  square blocks when IV23= ( ^ 2: ^ 3) 
and N\  are each incidence m atrices of BIBDs. All of the  2 x 2  BIBRCs constructed  
in section 5.2 satisfy th is condition, which has im p o rtan t op tim ality  im plications.
5.2 C onstruction and ex isten ce o f the 2x2  BIBR C
For p — q =  2, th e  necessary conditions reduce to
4 b — v r  and  X(v — 1) =  r.
Hence 4 m ust divide Xv(v  — 1), and th e  corresponding restrictions on v are conve­
niently  s ta ted  as follows, where (x ,y )  denotes th e  greatest comm on divisor of x  and
y-
If A =  1 (m od 2), th en  v =  0 or 1 (m od 4). (5-4)
If A =  0 (m od 2), th en  v is un restric ted . (5.5)
Also we need v >  4.
If (A, 4) =  d (say) and A =  m d  for some in teger m  then  we can certainly form  
a  B IB R C (u, 6, r, 2 ,2 , A) sim ply by tak ing  an ra-m ultip le  of a 2 x 2 BIBRC w ith 
v trea tm en ts  in b jm  blocks, th a t is, by tak ing  m  copies of each block. Thus to
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show th a t  the  necessary conditions (5.4) and (5.5) are also sufficient, it suffices to 
dem onstrate, w ith v  >  4, the  existence of B IB R C (u, u(n — l) /4 ,  (u — 1), 2 ,2 ,1 ) for 
every v  =  0 or 1 (m od 4), and of B lB R C (u, v (y  — l)/2 ,2(t>  — 1), 2 ,2 ,2 ) for every v 
=  2 or 3 (m od 4).
Let a  set E  having v trea tm en ts  be  given. F u rther let K = { k i , k 2 ,...,kn} be a 
finite set of integers w ith 3 <  i =  1, Let A be a  positive integer. If it is
possible to  form  a design of b inary  blocks (subsets of E )  in such a way th a t the 
num ber of elem ents in each block is som e ki £  A T ,  and every (unordered) pair of 
elem ents of E  is contained in exactly  A blocks, then  we shall call such a design 
a binai'y pairwise balanced design and denote it by B[/L,A,w]. These designs were 
in troduced  by H anani (1961) under th e  nam e B-system s. The class of all num bers 
v for which designs B[A',A,u] exist will be denoted by B(A',A). T he proof of the 
following lem m a is given in H anani (1 961).
LEMMA 5.1 I f  v — 0 or 1 (mod 4) and v > 4, then v £  B[I\,1], where K  — 
{4,5,8,9,12}.
LEMMA 5 .2  B IB R C s  with the following parameters all exist: ( 4 ,3 ,3 ,2 ,2 ,1 ) ,  ( 5 ,5 ,4 ,2 ,2 ,1 ) ,  
( 8 ,1 4 ,7 ,2 ,2 ,1 ) ,  ( 9 ,1 8 ,8 ,2 ,2 ,1 ) ,  and ( 1 2 ,3 3 ,1 1 ,2 ,2 ,1 ) .
PROOF The designs are
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BIBRC(4,3,3,2,2,1):
1 2  1 3  1 4
3 4 4 2 2 3
BIBRC(5,5,4,2,2,1):
1 5 1 4 1 3 1 2 2 3
3 2 5 3 2 4 4 5 4 5
BIBRC(8,14,7,2,2,1):
1 4 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 2 1 5 1 3
3 2 5 3 6 4 4 5 8 6 2 7 7 8
2 5 2 8 2 4 2 6 3 4 3 6 5 8
8 3 7 4 5 6 3 7 7 5 4 8 6 7
BIBRC(9,18,8,2,2,1):
2 6 3 4 1 5 5 9 8 3 6 7 7 2 4 8 9 1
8 3 9 1 7 2 2 6 5 9 3 4 4 8 1 5 6 7
4 5 5 6 6 4 7 8 1 2 8 9 3 1 9 7 2 3
9 7 7 8 8 9 3 1 6 4 1 2 5 6 2 3 4 5
BIBRC(12,33,11,2,2,1):
1 C  1 5 1 2  1 7  1 9  1 A  1 3  1 5  1 8  2 C  2 3
6 2 5 3 9 4  4 5  3 A 8 7  5  8 C B  1 C  7 3  A  5
2 5  2 5  2 5  2 9  3 9  4 9  4 7  4 7  i  A  5 A  1 6
8 6  3 7  9 8  8 C  A  C  C 5 A  8 5 9  B  C C  6 A 9
1 4  2 7  2 A  5 8  5 8  6 5  6 7  3 4  3 8  3 4  3 6
2 6 B A  4 5  5  9 6 A  C l  9 5  6 8  C  4 5 6  9 7
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□
Designs w ith param eters as in lem m a 5.2 can be found am ong the papers refer­
enced in section 5.1. T he reason for listing them  here is for an  additional property 
these particu lar designs possess. I t  is easy to  verify th a t, when the  row and column 
component designs are combined, each design in lem m a 5.2 produces a  BIBD with 
param eters b =  v (v  — 1) and k — 2, and th a t  the  nesting blocks of these designs 
form BIBDs w ith param eters b =  v(v  — l ) /4  and k — 4 (taking for our purposes 
the BIBDs to  include the  com plete block designs for v  =  4). T here are designs, as 
shown in section 3, th a t do not have th is property.
The next lem m a generalizes a construction found by several au thors in various 
forms (Singh & Dey, 1979, Theorem  2; Jim bo & Kuriki, 1983, Theorem  2; Agrawal 
& Prasad, 1984, Theorem  2.1; Sreenath, 1989, Theorem  2.1).
LEMMA 5 .3  The existence o f  a binary pairwise balanced design Bo, a B [K ,  Ao,i>o] 
with K ~ { k i , k 2 kn} , and o f  Bi, a B IBRC (vi= ki,b i,f i ,  p ,q , \ \ )  fo r  i =  l , . . . ,n ,  
implies the existence o f  a BIBRC(vo,b,r,p,q,X) fo r  X =  AoAj and appropriate b and 
r.
PROOF Let &,• b e  th e  num ber of b locks o f size  k{ in  Bo, and le t r,j b e th e  num ber  
of tim es th a t trea tm en t j  occurs in th e  b{ b lock s o f size  k for i — 1, . . . ,n .  A lso  
let A(o,,o2) d en o te  th e  num ber of tim es th a t trea tm en ts  cm and cm occur together
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am ong the blocks of size fc,. Then A0(u0 — 1) =  J2ir i j { h  — 1), and ^(ttl,a2) =  ^° ' 
For the  BIBRCs £?,, the relationship holds for each i.
For each block of size &,• in £?0, use its trea tm en ts  to construct the  B IB R C  B{, 
producing b{bi blocks of the  new design D. R epeating th is for each i gives b — 
blocks in which trea tm en t j  has replication
?  _  1)r, .  _  1 K  =
not depending on j .  And for D, it is clear th a t (5.1) holds w ith
(P l)'^T’(ci!j,Of2) d" {(J l ) A c(a i)Q 2) K( a i , a2) 5 Z  A o A j .
i
□
Com bining lem m as 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 solves the  problem  presented by (5.4) for 
A = l.
THEOREM 5.1 B IB R C (v , ~̂ ~1̂ , v — 1,2,2,1^1 exists fo r  v =  0 or 1 (mod 4), where 
v > 4.
W hen p — q it is clear th a t if the designs B{ of lem m a 5.3 each have the  property  
th a t the  nesting block com ponent design is a BIBD, as does the  com bined row and 
colum n com ponent design, then  the newly constructed  BIBRC will also have this 
property. It follows from lem m a 5.2 and the  rem ark im m ediately  following it th a t
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every design constructed  for Theorem  5.1 has th is property, th e  im portance of which 
will be m ade clear in section 5.3.
Now we consider construction of B IB R C (u, , 2(v — 1), 2 ,2 ,2 ) . These designs 
will be obtained using the  strongly equineighboured designs as defined in M artin  
& Eccleston (1991) and S treet (1992). Strongly equineighboured designs have v 
trea tm en ts  and 6 =  |s v (u  — 1) ordered blocks, each of size k. W hen w ritten  as the 
colum ns of a k x  b array, th e  blocks satisfy
(i) Each tre a tm e n t occurs s ( v —1) tim es in rows j  and k + l —j  together, j  ^  |(& + 1 ),
and |s ( u  — 1) tim es in row |(fc +  1) if k  is odd.
(ii) T he colum ns in the  2 x 6  subm atrices obtained  from  rows j  and k + l —j  contain
each unordered pair of d istinct trea tm en ts  exactly  s tim es.
(iii) The colum ns in the  2 x 6  subm atrices obtained  from rows j  and m , and from 
rows k + l —j  and k + l — m  (j  + m  ^  A + 1), together contain each unordered 
pair of d istinct trea tm en ts  exactly  2s tim es.
Such designs will be denoted SEN ( k , s ; v ) .
LEMMA 5 .4  SEN(4l}1 ;v) exists fo r  all v > 4 .
The proof of lem m a 5.4 is in S treet (1992).
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LEMMA 5.5 The columns o f  SEN(A,l;v) , where v  >  4, fo rm  a B IB D  with k =  4 
and A — 6 .
PROOF On w riting th e  blocks of a S E N (4 ,1, v)  as the  colum ns of a 4 x b array, the 
SEN conditions tra n s la te  thusly: (i) each trea tm en t occurs (v — 1) tim es in rows 1 
and 4, and (v — 1) tim es in rows 2 and 3, th a t  is, each trea tm en t occurs 2(v — 1) 
times; (ii) the  two sets of colum ns in the  2 x 6 subm atrices obtained  from rows 1 
and 4, and those from  rows 2 and 3, each contain each unordered pair of distinct 
trea tm en ts  exactly  once; (iii) the  colum ns in the 2 x 6 subm atrices obtained from 
rows 1 and 2, and from  rows 3 and 4, collectively contain each unordered pair of 
distinct trea tm en ts  exactly  twice, and likewise this holds for rows 1 and 3 combined 
with rows 2 and 4. From  (ii) and (iii), each unordered pair of d istinct trea tm en ts  
occurs a to ta l of exactly  six tim es in this arrangem ent, and so it is a BIBD. □
T h e o r e m  5.2  B I B R C (v ,v ( v  -  l ) /2 ,2 (u  -  l ) ,2 ,2 ,2 j  exists fo r  all v > 4 .
PROOF We shall use SE N (4,l;v) designs to form the  required BIBRCs. W rite the 
ordered colum n (6i 82 83 8 4 )' of an SEN (4,l;v) in the  form
61 82
83 84 .
By SEN property  (ii), every unordered pair of trea tm en ts  ( a i , a 2) occurs Ae(a i,Q2) =  
2 tim es in diagonals, and by SEN property  (iii), occurs Ar(a:jQ2) =  2 tim es in rows 
and Ac(aiia2) =  2 tim es in columns. Hence (5.1) holds. □
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EXAMPLE 19 For v = 6, a SEN(4,1;6) design is
1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 4 4 5
3 2 2 4 3 4 6 3 5 6 6 2 3 3 1
4 5 6 2 5 5 5 6 1 1 4 1 1 2 4
2 3 4 5 6 3 4 5 6 4 5 6 5 6 6
which gives this BIBRC(6,15,10,2,2,2):
1 3  1 2  1 2  1 4  1 3  2 4  2 6  2 3
4 2  5 3  6 4  2 5  5 6  5 3  5 4  6 5
2 5  3 6  3 6  3 2  4 3  4 3  5 1
1 6  1 4  4 5  1 6  1 5  2 6  4 6
Clearly, all of designs constructed  in Theorem  5.2 give BIBDs with blocksize 2
when their row and colum n com ponent designs are combined, and lem m a 5.5 says
th a t the  nesting block com ponent designs are also BIBDs.
5.3 General Balance o f B IB R C s w ith p = q
In th is section, a condition for general balance of BIBRCs will be obtained, and 
shown to hold for the  2 x 2  B IBR Cs constructed  in section 5.2. The term inology 
used will be th a t of H outm an and Speed (1983), where a general discussion of th is 
concept can be found. To see th e  idea in the  nested row and column setting, first 
define the s tra ta  projectors So — G,  Si  =  B  — G,  S 2 — R  — B,  S 3 = G  — B ,  
and S 4 = I  — R  — C  + B ,  where for the  d a ta  vector Y  of any equireplicate nested
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row and colum n design, the averaging operators are B  =  (jL ) Z \ Z j  for blocks, 
R  =  ) Z iZ 2 for rows, C — for colum ns, G — ( ^ ) l l r  for the  grand
m ean, and also T  =  (£ ) A A T for trea tm en ts . S tra ta  So, S i ,  S 2 , S 3 , and S 4 are called 
the m ean, block, row, column, and  w ithin-row s-and-colum ns s tra ta  respectively. 
Analysis in s tra tu m  i is estim ation  of trea tm en t contrasts using the  d a ta  S{Y .  A 
design is balanced in s tra tu m  i if th e  inform ation m atrix  for analysis in s tra tu m  i is 
completely sym m etric, and the  strong  form  of general balance we employ requires 
this to hold for each i. General balance of a BIBRC thus implies th a t inform ation 
on trea tm en t contrasts is not only easily obtained  from each s tra tu m , b u t is easily 
combined, greatly  simplifying op tim ality  considerations for the  full analysis. To 
recover inform ation from  the o ther s tra ta  it is assum ed th a t the nuisance param eters 
(3, p, and 7 in (5.2) are m utually  uncorrelated , m ean zero random  vectors, each w ith 
a variance m atrix  which is a scalar m ultip le of the  identity. More explicit technical 
details can be found in M organ and  Uddin (1993).
Cheng (1986) gave th is neccessary and sufficient condition for a  BIBR C to  be 
generally balanced:
L e m m a  5.6  A B I B R C  is generally balanced i f f  T R T C T  =  T C T R T .
He further showed th a t if for a  BIBR C, N \ ,  and N 3 are each incidence m atrices 
of BIBDs, then  the  BIBRC is generally balanced. Theorem  3.2 eases th is condition
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when p = q.
THEOREM 5 .3  I f  N23 and N\ are incidence matrices fo r  B IB D s, then the 
B IB R C (v ,h ,r ,p ,p , \ )  is generally balanced.
PROOF To prove th a t th e  g iven  B IBR C is gen era lly  b a lan ced , it  is su fficient by  
lem m a  3.1 to  show  th a t A[iV2iV jN 3N f  — N3N$ N 2Nf]AT =  0. Since N23 is th e  
in cid en ce m a tr ix  o f a  BIBD, for som e scalar A23,
N23N l ; =  N2N J  + N3N f  =  (2 r -  A2 3) h  +  A2311T . (5.6)
Using (5.6) and the fact th a t  jV2i V j l l :r =  p r l l T =  11TN 2NJ , gives
,4 [1V21V2t N3N2 -  N3N f  N2N?]AT =  A[N2N j ( N3N £ +  N2N%) -
{N2NI  +  N3N l ) N 2N%]AT
=  Al[7V2iV2r iV23iV2T3 - i V 23fV2T3iV2< ] / l T 
=  A[prX23 ( n T -  l l T)}AT 
=  0. □
An im m ediate  consequence of Theorem  5.3 is th a t  all of the  designs constructed  
in section 5.2 are generally balanced. This is of considerable im portance, because 
BIBRCs w ith  p = q =  2 are grossly inefficient in th e  bo ttom  stra tum  (M organ and 
U ddin, 1993, pg. 83), w ith  the  consequence th a t  in m any fields of application it
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is rou tine to  recover the  inform ation found in higher s tra ta . For the  full analysis, 
depending on the  s tra tu m  variances, B IB R C s can be universally optim um  (Morgan 
and U ddin, 1993, pg. 91), and for the  2 x 2’s of section 5.2, an exact condition for 
th is op tim ality  is failure of the  inequality  (for m  =  1) th a t appears in Theorem  11 
of M organ and Uddin (1993).
We conclude by showing th a t not all 2 x 2 BIBR Cs are generally balanced. The 
design
1 8 1 4 1 7 1 6 1 3 1 5 1 4
6 4 5 3 2 4 4 5 7 6 8 7 3 8
2 8 2 3 2 7 2 4 3 2 3 6 2 7
7 3 6 4 5 6 8 5 7 5 5 8 6 8
is a  B IB R C (8 ,14 ,7 ,2 ,2 ,1 ) . Unlike th e  BIBRCs of section 5.2, neither the  blocks, 
nor th e  rows and colum ns com bined, form  a BIBD. T he design does not satisfy 
lem m a 5.6, so is not generally balanced. Hence C heng’s (1986, pg. 700) observation 
th a t balance in the  bo ttom  s tra tu m  of a  row-colum n design im plies general balance, 
does not extend to nested row and colum n designs.
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C hapter 6
C oncluding R em arks
The m ain contribution of th is research is to  provide results dealing w ith  the  op­
tim ality  and construction of block designs in m any settings where equally  replicated 
designs are not possible. We have found th a t binarity is not a necessary condition 
for a good design. It is shown th a t  relaxing the binarity  condition can lead to  a 
very im portan t sym m etrical s tru c tu re  in the  inform ation m atrix . In som e cases it 
even becomes neccessary to sacrifice m axim al trace in favour of sym m etry  for E-  
and  M V -optim ality. This research has established infinitely m any designs which are 
bo th  E-  and M V -superior to  all b inary  designs. Almost all of the  resu lts  for E -  and 
M V -optim ality (discussed in chap ter 2) are very general, covering bo th  b inarity  and 
nonbinarity, although m ost of th e  exam ples given are of nonbinary designs. Indeed, 
dem onstrating the optim ality  of nonbinary block designs is the  m ain  contribution,
97
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in th a t m any of the results are already  known when restric ted  to  th e  b inary  class.
In th a t nonbinarity  has essentially been considered ana them a in th e  past tw enty 
years of optim ality-based design theory, some defense of our approach is certainly 
required. It is our contention th a t  the  argum ents for these nonbinary designs can be 
in fact compelling, as we shall try  to  m ake clear by two exam ples, th e  first of which 
is perhaps less clear cu t th an  the  second. Consider the design d* of exam ple 1. The 
nonzero eigenvalues of d* are (6 .4 ,6 .4 ,6 .4 ,6 .4 ,5 .4 ,5 .4 ,5 .4 ,5 .4 ); the  A-value is .170; 
and the  M V -value is .370. If one wishes to  use a binary design for th e  sam e setting, 
the proper choice is not im m ediately  clear, bu t keeping the  range of th e  r*-’s and of 
the A^j’s a t their m inim um  values of 1 is certainly reasonable. A/V-efficiency will 
require A — 3 if or r #  =  6 (see th e  proof of Theorem  2.3). Trial and  error then  
led us to  the  following design d\, which we suspect is A-optim al:
1 4 1 2 1 3 7 7 7 1 2 1
2 5 4 3 6 4 8 8 8 3 5 5
3 6 5 6 2 5 9 9 9 4 6 6
7 7 7 8 8 8 2 3 4 9 9 9
6 2 3 4 5 1 1 5 6 2 3 4
For di, th e  eigenvalues are  (6 .8 ,6 .4 ,6 .4 ,6 .2 ,6 .0 ,5 .4 ,5 .4 ,5 .4 ); th e  A-value is .168; and 
the M V-value  is .370. T hus d\ is th e  equal of d* in also having op tim al E  and M V  
values, and the  A-efficiency of d* relative to  dj is .983. In term s of any eigenvalue- 
based criterion, the  com parison is essentially th a t of th ree eigenvalues, two of which
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are superior for d\,  and one of which is superior for d*. T he argum ent for d* is the  
argum ent for the  group divisible p a tte rn  in the  inform ation m atrix  and  hence in the 
estim ated  variances. If th ere  is a n a tu ra l s truc tu re  on the  trea tm en t set correspond­
ing to  the partition  V\ and V2 shown in exam ple 1 (e.g. in a drug study, five generic 
products and four nam e brands), then  d  preserves th a t s tru c tu re  in th e  estim ated  
variances, which no efficient b inary  design can do. W ith  six d istinct eigenvalues 
ra th e r than  two, d\ has a  m uch m essier s truc tu re  th a t is unlikely to  correspond 
to  the s truc tu re  of realistic  trea tm en ts  sets, and which lends itself less readily to 
in terp reta tion  of results. O ur com pensation for the  1.7% loss in A-efficiency is in 
th e  structu re  of d*.
For the second exam ple, form  d3 €  Z )(9 ,11,5) by deleting the  last block from 
the  display of d* in exam ple 1. T hen  d3 is nonbinary b u t variance balanced: Cd2 
is completely sym m etric. For a  b inary  com petitor, it will usually be reasonable to 
dem and th a t trea tm en t replications vary by no m ore than  one, though th is forces 
the  concurrence num bers Adij to vary by at least two. A reasonable and sim ply 
constructed choice is d3, th e  cyclic design (12459) (mod  9) w ith the  tw o additional 
blocks (13579) and (12468). T he constant nonzero eigenvalue for d3 is 5.4. The 
eigenvalues for d3 are (6 .386,5 .793,5 .753,5 .545,5 .471,5 .115,5 .086,4 .850); the  A, E 
and MV efficiencies of d2 rela tive to  d3 are 0.988, 1.113, and 1.044. It is our assertion
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th a t the  1.2% loss in th e  A-value is m ore th an  com pensated for, not ju st by gains 
in the  o ther two criteria , bu t as im portan tly  or m ore so, by the  sym m etric s tru c tu re  
of Cd2 th a t is consistent w ith the s tru c tu re  of v irtually  any trea tm en t set. Unless 
the A-criterion is the  only concern, will usually be the b e tte r  choice.
T he issues being raised here are not unlike those tackled by Bailey (1994, section 
5) in the  context of a discussion of th e  desirability  of general balance in block designs, 
wherein she states: “. . .  for s tru c tu red  trea tm en ts  I would sacrifice 10% on the overall 
m ean harm onic efficiency factor to  have a  design m ore easily in terp re tab le  in term s of 
th a t trea tm en t s tru c tu re ...” . T he group divisible s truc tu re , which has been studied 
here, is after the  com pletely sym m etric , the  m ost widely applicable, and the  m ost 
easily in terpretab le , of all of the  struc tu res.
T he exam ple based on d* and d\  above illustrates ano ther gain offered by the 
generalized approach: once the  existence of an optim al nonbinary design is de te r­
m ined, the precise criterion  bound is also established. It will then  som etim es be 
possible, as was ju st done for di, to  prove the optim ality  of a binary com petitor 
sim ply by calculating its  criterion value. G eneral analytic  proofs of optim ality , in 
situations where G G D -structu re  is com binatorially  impossible for binary designs, 
are likely to be difficult.
If the  A -criterion is judged  to  be th e  only criterion of relevance in choosing a
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design, we have largely failed. We have found no nonbinary designs in th is disser­
ta tion  th a t cannot be a t least slightly im proved upon in the  A-sense by a careful 
conversion to  binarity . However in chapter 3 we have found sufficient conditions for 
establishing th e  type-1 op tim ality  of N B B D ( 2 ) s  having unequal num bers of repli­
cates and th ree  different concurrence values, w ith exam ples com ing from  ju st such 
a  conversion, fu rth e r validating the study of nonbinary designs. This result opens 
new avenues in the  A- and ZToptim ality problem s when regular graph designs do 
not exist. We hope th a t  fu rther research along th is line be carried  out in th e  future.
Several sim ple and  general m ethods for the construction of G G D D (l)s  and 
G G D D (2)s for specific sets of param eters have been developed and discussed in 
chapter 4. ft is found th a t th e  G G D D (s )s of m axim al conceivable trace are of­
ten E -  and M V -op tim al. In spite of the  construction of these designs, questions 
concerning th e  existence theorem  of G G D D (s )s for m any different com binations of 
param eters are still very m uch open.
There are no general necessary and sufficient conditions known for the  existence 
of B I B R C s .  However we have succeeded in establishing the  necessary and sufficient 
conditions for B I B R C s  w ith blocks of size 2 x 2  (see chap ter 5). We have also shown 
th a t, unlike for row-colum n designs, balance in th e  bo ttom  s tra tu m  of a  nested row 
and colum n designs does not im ply general balance.
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In sum m ary, we have investigated a very useful s truc tu re  in the inform ation 
m atrix  for block designs, th a t offers protection against poor behavior of individual 
estim ates (E-optim ality  and M V -optim ality) in addition to  useful in terpretab ility  of 
pa tte rn s in the  estim ated  con trast variances. The cost is sometim es a  very m inor 
loss in term s of the  A-criterion. If this cost is judged too high, then in some cases th e  
structu re  can be sacrificed in converting to  an A-optim al N B B D ( 2). For settings 
requiring two-way elim ination of heterogeneity, new results concerning B I B R C s  
have also been established.
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